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The Citotion os Interlext:
Toword o Theory of
the Selection Process

Ross Atkinson

A model is needed to depict how indiuidual selection decisions are made This paper

al
Drtu"tro* rs DrFFrcuLT To DEScRTBE. Although the standard textbooks
on collection development offer much detailed"prescription as to how li-
brary materials should be selected, descriptioni of the selection process
itself-what actually occurs when selectors select-tend to consist for the
most part of superficial and self-evident generalities. The explanation is
that selection is always a private, cognitive activity that does not submit
to precise observation oidelineation. Yet if we are ever to understand
how bibliography operates and what collection development is about,
some extended and systematic description of selection-no matter how
tentative-must somehow be posited. The only answer would appear to
be a hypothetical model that can represent the selection pro-eis and
serve as a basis for future description and discussion. The construction

sions, i.e., item-by-item selection, rather than macrodecisions,' not be-
cause the la t ter  are less s igni f icant  but  rather  because they are
derivative: macrodecision criieria consist for the most part of abitrac-
tions drawn from previous microdecision experiences. The model will
center on the smallest meaningful unit of bibliography-the citation.
Let us define citation as any string of natural-languigesigns that refers to

Edited version of a paper presented at the RTSD collection Manaeement and Develop-
ment  Ins t i tu re  in  C inc innar ion  Novemberg ,  1983,  bv  Ross  Ark inson.  Ass is tan t  Un iver -
sity Librarian for Collection Development at the Universitv of lowa.
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or represents, regardless of its textual location, a particular.information
sour;e or set of sorr.ces.' All selection must reduce ultimately to the ma-

nipulation of such texts that stand for other texts. To a great extent,

thLrefore, our task will be to explain how citations are understood and

used for selection purposes. Let us begin by noting briefly some special

properties of citation.

IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT CITATION

Reference to previously encountered texts is integral to the produc-

tion of any document:

In very large measure, most books are about previous books. This is true at the
level of thJsemantic code: writing persistently refers to previous writing. Ex-
plicit or implicit citation, allusion, reference are essential means of designation
and proposition.'

Steiner's distinction between explicit and implicit citation deserves at-

tention. We have recently become especially sensitive in library science

to the applications of explicit citation to research and collection manage-

ment. We have develop-ed complicated statistical techniques-that permit

us to exploit with some apparent success the scholarly p-enchant for ac-
knowledging direct textual origins and sources ln pubtished works."

There is, however, much more aitation buried in any work than the ex-
plicit variety recorded in footnotes and rearranged in Garfield's remark-

ible indexes. As Barthes has eirpressed it:

Every text, being itselfthe intertext ofa
which must not be confused with a text'
and ''influence upon" a work is to satis
from which a text is constructed are an,
read. they are quotations without quota

To make sense of a text, in other words, is always to refer implicitly and

for the most part unwittingly to texts one has previously experienced.
,,The .I 'whiih approacheJ the text is already itself a plurality of other

texts."6 The readii is very much the product of the texts he or she has

come upon before; an individual's ability not only- to understand but

also to evaluate and make other decisions about newly encountered doc-

uments (or other utterances) depends upon his or her reference to such

personal textual experience.^ 
A citation is also i text, and its understanding depends upon the read-

er's referring, in turn, to other texts previously encountered and com-

paring and o-pposing those texts to the natural-languagg text of the cita-

iio.r. It is, theiefore, to those other texts-to be found for the most part

outside of the citation-that the selector must constantly turn wittingly

and unwittingly in order to carry out his or her responsibiljties.. The cita-

tion, like anlitext, must function as an intertext: its use by the selector

depends, in other words, upon the contexts in which the selector frnds or

puls it, for "any entity, and thus also any sign, is defined relatively, not

ibrolrrt. ly, andonly by its place in the cont"ext." 'Decisions as to both

the meaning of the citatiorand the appropriateness of the cited docu-

ment for inc"lusion in the collection will be made, therefore, on the basis
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of such contexts, and it is to the definition of these contexts that the re-
mainder of this paper will be devoted. In my view there are three general
categories: the syntagmatic context, the contexts of supplementation,
and the contexts of resolution. These categories can be represented by
the schematic shown in figure 1.

TTTN SYNTEGMATIC CONTNXI

Although most of the contexts affecting (and effecting) the selection
decision exist external and in oppo$tion to the citation, we must begin
by recognizing the essential play of contexts that occurs within the cita-
tion itself. The citation, while perhaps not qualifying as a sentence, does
nevertheless consist of a closed string of signs-primarily proper narnes
and numbers-that represent certain qualities of the cited document.

At the most basic bibliographic level, then, there exists a contextual

expecting the citation to conclude "Zurich, 7982" and I frnd instead
"Berlin, l9+2." Myjudgment wil l be similarly influenced ifadocument
purporting to examine the philosophical foundations of the Enlighten-
ment turns out to consist of seven pages rather than the seven hundred
pages I was anticipating from the title. Another example of the use of the

contex ts  a rch iva l

of communa'l

reso l  u t ion  themat i  c

i  nd i  rec t
supp l  ementa  t i  on

C I T A I I 0 N  3 x l f l e p -  t i t l e -  p l a c e -  p u b ' l i s h e r -  d a t e  - l e n g t h  -  c o s t

direct  suppi  ementat ion

Figure 1
Selection Context
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syntagmatic context is the tendency to draw conclusions-usuallytotally^
unfou"nded-about an unknown publisher on the basis of the place of
publication encountered previously in the citation.^ 

The syntagmatic context, as we are defining it here, is thus based

.lpon troihi.tg more than the realization that any part of the citation can

influence and be influenced by the citation as a whole.

THE CONTEXTS OF SUPPT,NVTNNTATION

Citations used for selection are extracted from a variety of sources,
most of which overlap notoriously in their coverage. One source is nor-

mally preferred over another because of the extent to which it provides

or conititutes a supplementary context for the citations it contains. It is

to these contexts that *. now need to turn our attention. They can be

divided into two general types that we will call direct and indirect supple-
mentatron.

selection avariety of sources that do overlap and provide independently

tory.
In all cases we must bear in mind, however, that these data remain,

hand may provide a good context for the selector's determination of the

subject ^^it.., but t[e selector's decision as to the significance and ap-
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propriateness of the document for the collection will depend far more
heavily upon other contexts of supplementation, as well as other vari-
eties of contextual data that we still have to define. The document itself is
only one more context, and it itself must still be understood within other
contexts. Indeed, it is a purpose in this paper to emphasize that the un-
derstanding and use of any text always depends on what is not in it-on
other texts, on contexts. Thus while the document itself can serve as one
useful context to the citation, it plays no privileged role in the selection
decision precisely because its bibliographical value-like its literary or
historical value-will depend upon the environment or context in which
it is placed.

The other general type of supplementation provided by selection
sources we will label indirect supplementation. While direct supplemen-
tation, as we have seen, increases the selector's understanding of indi-
vidual components of the citation, such as the title or the date, indirect
supplementation tends normally to increase or influence our estimate of
the citation as a whole and thus our conclusions about the cited docu-
ment. The context provided by indirect supplementation derives from
the material in the source not directly linked to the particular citation
being considered, i.e., from the other citations l isted as well as the pur-
pose and quality of the source itself. Thus it is possible to infer from a
citation in a national bibliography no special quality except the country
of publication. A citation in a packet of vendor slips implies a conscious
act ofselection by a vendor based on his interpretation ofa prearranged
profile. A citation in a core list such as Booksfor College Libraries or a cita-
tion drawn from citation studies of core journals also provides a context
from which the selector can infer certain qualities of the cited docu-
ments.

In some rare cases, moreover, the indirect supplementation can be
used as the sole foundation for a selection decision. If, for example, an
American library collects contemporary hction, then that library will al-
most certainly select a novel reviewed on the front page of the New York
Times Book Reaiew regardless of who wrote the novel, where it was pub-
lished, what it is about, or even what the review says about it. The deci-
sion is made on the basis of the citation context with little regard at all for
any information contained in the citation itself. Another example is pro-
vided by the use in research libraries of book reviews in core journals
covering scholarly subjects: the citation's status in such cases comes not
so much from the direct supplementation of the conclusions in the re-
view as from the indirect circumstance that the document represented by
the citation was reviewed in such an important journal.

Indirect supplementation can also add to the selector's view of the ac-
cessibil i ty of the cited document. Published library catalogs, the Na-
tional Union Catalog, or national databases such as RLIN or OCLC are
also used as sources for selection-although frequently after the citation
has already been found in another source. Routine interlibrary coopera-
tion, to the extent that it is practicable, depends initially upon relating
citations for works under consideration to the larger supplementary con-
text of multi l ibrary catalogs or databases.

We must, frnally, not overlook the indirect supplementation provided
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when the source of the citation is a library use r. The character and legiti-
macy of the user can and frequently does in such cases supplement indi-
rectly the selector's understanding and use of the citation. In extreme
situations the nature of the citation can be totally eclipsed by the status of
the requester, for bibliography, like any other human activity, must of-
ten be carried out within a political context.

THE CoNTExTS OF RNSor,urrON

While the syntagmatic context and the contexts of supplementation
are represented by discrete texts fairly easily discernible on a case-by-
case basis, the third and most unique context category upon which selec-
tion depends belongs primarily to the selector and is not immediately
available for general scrutiny. These contexts of resolution, as I will call
them, are at once the most crucial to selection and the most elusive, for
while their presence pervades the selection process, their individual
qualities are ultimately visible only as mirrored in their product-the
collection. The realization that selection as a branch of librarianship.
consists of "the exercise of choice and judgmert, "to the charge that sel
lection is an art rather than a craft, or the suspicion that subjectivity in
selection is unavoidable-these conclusions follow logically from the fact
that the suitability of the cited document is frnally determined on the ba-
sis of a context that can only be privately assembled and applied.

The contexts of resolution are a set of three interrelated and compet-
ing contexts: the archival, the communal, and the thematic." 1I hurr. u.-
ranged these in the schematic vertically above the linear citation.) The
archival context is equivalent to the selector's knowledge of what is al-
ready in the collection. The communal context is the selector's under-
standing of the research needs and interests of the clientele. The the-
matic context is the selector's awareness of what is being (or has been)
published on the subject. Like all texts, these have their origins in indi-
vidual experience and, since no two individuals have ever had the same
combinations of experience, no two selectors can ever operate with ex-
actly the same contexts of resolution. Also, like all other texts, these are
constantly evolving as the selector gradually increases his or her experi-
ence of what the collection consists of, what the users are concerned with,
and what the subject is developing into.

The final selection decision is, therefore, normally made by relating
the l inear components of the citation, as influenced by each other (i.e.,
syntagmatically) and as supplemented directly and indirectly by the
source, to the contexts of resolution. (This process is symbolized in the
schematic by those points at which the vertical lines from the citation and
the horizontal lines extending from the three contexts of resolution inter-
sect or connect.) The configuration of such connections wil l, of course,
vary radically from one citation to another. Some of the connections will
not be made at all, others will be of minor-or merely supportive-
importance in the decision, while a few will play a major role in judging
the document's appropriateness. A simplifred, generalized example of a
selection decision might therefore proceed as follows: "While this sub-
ject is currently in fashion (title in thematic context), I will not select it
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because none of my constituency is currently working on it (title in com-

munal context): and even if I am wrong on that account and someone is
working on this subject, that individuil would probably w1lt a newer
document (date in communal context); above all I feel justifred in not
ordering this document in any case because it is published by a vanity
press and except in highly unusual cases we do not by policy collect van-
ity prest publications (publisher in archival context.)" There are, need-
lesJ to say, a vast variety of combinations of connection and emphasis.
Often a major connection will cancel out the less signifrcant connections,
while at other times minor connections can gang up on a major connec-
tion, obstruct its authority, and bring abouf the opposite selection deci-
S I O N .

Why, then, do certain connections within these contexts of resolution
have greater influence on the selection decision than others? In the first
placelhis influence can proceed from inferences drawn from the syn-
tagmatic context or from supplementation supplled by the selection
roi,r... But this variant signifr-ance that we note in these contextual con-
nections has another origin as well: the inevitable weighting in different
situations of the three Contexts. Depending upon such factors as the
goals of the library, the nature of the subject, the status 9f the subject
*ittri.r the library, and the predilections of the individual selector, the
three contexts will be prioritized. One context will always take prece-
dence over the other two. There are, in other words, archival and the-
matic and communal libraries and subjects and selectors. While such
weighting is inevitable, however, the contexts are in my experience sel-
dom if ever exclusive. All three will play a role in virtually all selection:
one will normally tend to dominate, but its dominance will be tempered
by the other two.

Probably the clearest example of the dominance of the archival con-
text in selection decisions will be found in a special collections depart-
ment. While special collections selectors will obviously take into account
the state of the subject under consideration and the patterns of use in the
library, their primary consideration in selection will normally be-and
should normally be-what is already in the collection. The communal
context, on the other hand, becomes dominant in smaller academic li-
braries, small or medium public libraries, and in the development of
working collections in larger academic libraries. Finally, research collec-
tions are produced for the most Part by giving primary emphasis to the
thematic context: the selector's concern is to construct a collection that
reflects what is occurring (in the sense of what is being or has been pub-
l ished) in  the subject .

The origins oflhe selector's experience, from which such contexts of
resolution evolve, also vary considerably depending upon the emphasis
given in selection to one context over the others. The individual selector,
ih other words, can and normally will attempt to mold or control his own
experience. Ifthe archival context plays less ofa role in selection than the
other contexts-as will be the case, for example, in the building of
smaller academic collections-experience from which that context de-
rives will tend to consist for the most part of the previous selection deci-
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sions made by that particular selector. The more weight given the archi-
val context, the more systematized its construction will be, frequently in
the form of written policy, and the greater the concern to measure the
accuracy of selection decisions through some form of collection evalua-
tion. It is a quality of the archival perspective, moreover, that the results
of evaluation tend to be used as the primary basis for the formulation of
collection policy. The patterns of previous development-regardless of
whether they have evolved from accident or design-provide a powerful
foundation for decisions on future development. Strons areas of a collec-
tion built with archival emphasis will conlinue to be str:engthened, while
weaker areas will continue to be isnored.

Like the archival context, the cd'mmunal context can be developed ei-
ther casually or intensively, depending on the degree of significance as-
cribed to that context in the selection process. If it is considered less im-
portant, the communal context wil l evolve piecemeal as'a result of
day-to-day contact with users. If it is understood as having greater sig-
nificance, it will develop through systematic and aggressive use and user
studies. In extreme forms of communal context dominance, the users
themselves can become the selectors, at which point the archival and the-
matic considerations become increasingly suspect and suppressed. The
purpose of the communal context is to respond to the needs of the users,
and in such extreme forms easily discernible user actions-normally in
the form of circulation-will tend to define those needs to a large extent.
Evidence of the dominance of the communal context will be found not
only in the recent user-defined selection appro. aches in Baltimore" and
in the radical rationalism of Dennis Dickinson''but also in Gore's vision
of the Alexandrian menace,'n as well as in the infamous Pitt study."

The thematic context derives its origin from exposure to publishing
trends. Like the other two contexts, the attention given to the develop-
ment of the thematic context also depends on the significance attributed
to it in the selection process. If it is seen as less significant, the selector
will develop it in the course of routine selection by noting generally in
selection sources which subjects are being treated. If, on the other hand,
the thematic context is to play a dominant role in selection, then the se-
lector will actively endeavor to increase his exposure to the main trends
in the subject by, among other things, more reading of the secondary
subject literature.

Ofthe three contexts, the thematic is the one that is most susceptible to
charges of accepting the fallacy of comprehensiveness. The purpose of
the library from the thematic perspective, however, is not to collect

tended to provide the selector with the capacity and the responsibility to
respond to the needs of the clientele, the thematic context is intended
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rather primarily Io create such needs-needs that the library may or may
not be able to satisfy. In some cases information needs will be generated
that no library can satisfy, and the user will consequently be obliged to
discover or invent such information for himself.

The thematic context is predicated to a great extent upon the assump-
tion that the user should make his or her own selections from among li-
brary holdings.'u If different points of view and approaches have been
published, then the user must have the opportunity to make a choice
among them. And selection always entails rejection. From the commu-
nal perspective, therefore, there must always be a certain amount of
wastage in any thematically developed collection. We must recall, how-
ever, that to decide not to use a book is to use it. For the researcher to
decide that nothing but trash has been published for the last five years in
his subject, that trash must be available in the library to be identihed as
such.

The thematic context is especially important in the university library
because it forms the basis for an unwritten contract between the faculty
and the library. The faculty has increasingly abrogated its responsibility
for selection on the assumption, I believe, that the library will continue
to provide a representative collection that the faculty can use to deter-
mine the current condition of the various subjects treated at the institu-
tion. This approach represents a significant difference between the way
research collections used to be built by the faculty and the way they are
currently built by subject selectors.

It should also be noted that in a collection development effort domi-
nated by the thematic context, deselection and preservation become es-
pecially problematic. In collections or subjects where the communal or
archival contexts dominate, such decisions are relatively straightfor-
ward. The communally dominated library preserves items people are
using (i.e., borrowing) and weeds the rest. The archivally dominated
library will normally avoid much weeding and will preserve what it de-
fines as its collections of distinction. In the thematically dominated Ii-
brary, however, the selectors have trained themselves-frequently with
considerable difficulty-to suspend judgment. By operating according
to a system that leaves to the user the responsibility for evaluating the
quality of individual documents, selectors deny themselves an easlly ac-
cessible scale of value that could serve as a basis to determine what to
keep and what to discard, what to preserve and what to allow to disinte-
grate. This is an especially alarming situation since clearly most of the
preservation must be done by larger research libraries, the building of
which is primarily thematically oriented. The solution to this situation
has been either to abandon the thematic approach in favor either of the
archival  method of  preserv ing st rong col iect ions or  the communal-
eclectic method of preserving whatever turns up in circulation requiring
repair. The other alternative has been to maintain the thematic perspec-
tive as much as possible but to diffuse its effects through interinstitu-
tional cooperation.

The firnal ingredient in our description of the selection process must
inevitably be the budget. Clearly the budget does figure conspicuously
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in any selection decision, but just as clearly it should not be used as a
basis for selection. Its purpose should rather be to regulate the extent to
which such contexts of resolution are applied. Generally speaking, this
regulation is accomplished in the course of routine selection by allowing
the opposition between the three contexts to become increasingly equal
and thus to restrict each other. The better the budget, in other words, the
more one context can achieve dominance and be more fully imple-
mented. The tighter the budget, however, the more the selector must
allow the contexts to play against each other, suppressing the excesses of
the dominant one. In thematically dominated selection, for example, the
selector will base cutbacks on the communal criterion that no one is do-
ing research on the subject in his or her institution. Conversely, in a
communally based selection situation, reduction can be made using the
thematic criterion that a particular area of the subject is not receiving
much attention generally, and that material on that subject should be of
less interest to specific scholars at the institution.

Cor.lcrusroNs
Although the contexts of resolution are, as we have seen, weighted,

and although that weighting can be consciously adjusted by the selector,
nevertheless, these contexts remain in their aggregate both unique to the
individual selector and self-justifying. Written policies may, of course,
be used to provide some regulation and coordination among selectors,
but such policies no matter how detailed must still always be interpreted
by each selector on the basis of his or her personal experience at the time
of each selection decision. While it is possible to establish certain guide-
lines that can be more or less mechanically applied on the basis of infor-
mation discernible in the citation and in the surrounding supplementary
data provided directly or indirectly by selection sources, there can be no
final, impartial, objective determination as to precisely what belongs in
a particular collection and what does not; for every citation remains
from the standpoint of every individual a single intertext in a vast net-
work of personal and constantly evolving contexts that influence deci-
sively the citation's meaning and significance.

This is not to purport, of course, that selection is chaotic. Contexts
overlap greatly between individuals, so that most instances of selection
invite little dispute. But overlap is not coincidence, and creativity and
interpretation must therefore not only be accepted but also respected
and even encouraged as essential to the conduct ofeffective and respon-
sible selection.
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Profil ing Vendor Performonce

Jomes K. Brocken ond John C. Colhoun

Giuing a single wholesaler airtual\ all oJ the Knox College Libraryt'sJirm orders,
in returnfor promises of better dtliaerlt and discount, necessitated a change in the
method oJ eualuating wholesaler perjormance Unable to compare our aendor with
his competitors, we instead attempted to proftle the aendar's performance, coding
the firm orders by resplnse time in uteeks and then arranging them by accounts (or
subject areas) and b1t publishers. This method allowed us to identil2 speciJic
strengths and weaknesses in our oendor's stock and to determine how well he could
serue the particular needs of the librarlt. About thirtlt-six hundred ordzrs in tuenty-
nine accounts (or subject areas) andJort2 tradt and academic publishers uere ana-
lyzed, with the results indicating that, dzspite the uendor's claims Jor the compre-
hensiaeness oJ his stock, infact, onl2 40 to 50 percent oJ our orders could befilled
Jrom his stock, and, Jurthermore, his performance with regard to both subjects and
publishers aaried as much as 50 percent Thefindings suggest that order periods
should be shortenedJrom twentl or twenty-Jour ueeks to sixteen or twelue weeks to
encourage deliuerlt and that a uendor's perjormances U.tith specfic subjects and pub-
lishns should be considered before placing orders.

l ishers is sometimes noted in passing (medical versus nonmedical
books,' or BIP versus non-BIP tit lesn), most studies concentrate on de-
livery and discount (whether in theory,'or in practiceo). Insofar as we
know, no one has attempted an analysis of vendor performance by sub-
ject and publisher, the way a dealer attempts to profile a library for an
approval program.

In 1981, the Knox College Library was splitt ing about half of its f irm
orders between two majorjobbers in closest geographical proximity (one
in Momence, Il l inois, and the other in Bridgeton, Missouri) and send-
ing the other half to some two hundred publishers directly. Early in
1982, in order to reduce the number of invoices the publisher-direct or-
ders produced, the library concluded an agreement with one of its two
major suppliers which would give that wholesaler virtually all (93 per-
cent) of the library's firm orders, both domestic and foreign, in return
for a promise of better delivery and discount. For the remaining 7 per-
cent (260 tit les), we were instructed to place orders with six other deal-

James K. Bracken is Reader Services Librarian andJohn C Calhoun is Technical Ser-
vices Librarian at Knox College, Galesburg, Illinois.
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ers: an art retailer, a paperback publisher, and a record dealer in New
York, a Spanish-language retailer in San Diego, a Parisian exporter'
and a London bookseller.

This consolidation necessitated a change in the evaluation proce-

impressions were difficult to verify, and we began to feel the need for a
report more sophisticated than one which measured only response time
and discount.

Since we were in the habit of sgrting our statistics file by account and

weeks, we might know better whethe r we would like to see them in larger

length of the time period could be one or several weeks, at our conve-
nience. The second printed the titles of a specified dealer from the edited
statistics frie, which had been sorted by the code and subarranged by ac-
count or publisher, and summed the number of titles of each time pe-
riod. By the end of the fiscal year, we had gathered enough data to test

ing if the frle is blocked in longer periods.

RESULTS OF THE SIUOY
VnNoon's Ovnnell PenponrraNcB

What we discovered as the result of our efforts confirmed some of our
initial subjective impressions:224 of 233 titles (96 percent) ordered from
the one-week account (title s of contemporary interest selected frorn Li-
brar2 Journal, New York Times Book Reaieul, Publishers Weeklt, and The
Times Literaryt Supplement) were delivered within twenty weeks, while only
7B of 147 titles (53 percent) ordered from the replacement account were
received in a similar period. It also became apparent, however, that not
all commercial publishers were equally easy, nor all academic presses
equally diffrcult to obtain. Despite the dealer's claims for the compre-
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hensiveness of his stock, his performance with regard to both subjects
and publishers varied a good deal.

Since almost all of the library's firm orders were for titles identified in
the major reviewing sources (Choice for most departmental orders, and
Librar2Journal and Publishers WukQ for most general orders) and, in any
case, all were for titles then in print, we anticipated speedy fulhllment;
but, in fact, of the 3,62 1 hrm orders sent to the vendor in 1982-83, only
1,790 (about half) were filled within ten weeks, and within the entire
twenty-week-plus order period, the dealer supplied only 2,924 titles (81
percent). We were still concerned that the vendor could fill only four out
of five orders, just as we had been the previous year with a cancel-if-not-
received-in-sixteen-weeks policy; but also we were now concerned with
the pattern of fulfillment we found, illustrated in frgure 1. Apparently
only about 40 to 50 percent ofour orders could be filled from stock, that
is, within two or three months, while 30 to 40 percent required several
months additional handling time.

Our experience from the previous year had suggested that the length-
ening of the firm order period from three or four months to five or six
months insured only that the last 10 percent came in later than ever, and
the data in table 1 support that conclusion. To compel its vendor to pro-
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Graph of Vendor Performance by Weeks
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TABLE 1
Vnxoor PnnnonvreNcE BY VVEEKS

No of
Titles

Cumulated
Total

Cumulated
Percent

Third week
Fourth week
Fifth week
Sixth week
Seventh week
Eighth week
Ninth week
Tenth week
Eleventh week
Twelfth week
Thirteenth week
Fourteenth week
Fifteenth week
Sixteenth week
Seventeenth week
Eighteenth week
Nineteenth week
Twentieth week
Twenty-first week
Twenty-second week
Twenty-third week
Twenty-fourth week
Not received

561
40+
T I J

1 3 1
100
148
100
1 7 l
r37
r7B
1 7 7
174
8 1
66
J I

53
3 1
4 1
+6
J J

+ t
1 9

697

5 6 1
96s

1  1 4 0

t , 2 7  1
1 , 3 7  1
1 , 5 1 9
1 , 6 1 9
t , 7 9 0
r , 9 2 7
2,105
o  o a o

2,456

2,603
,  6 \ 4

2,707
2,738
9  t 7 q

2,825
2,858
2,905
,  q rL

1 5
2 7
3 1
35
3B
4 )

+5
+9
53
58
63
68
t \ t
1 9

73
/ J

76
1 1

t o

79
BO
8 1

1003.621

vide more expeditious service, a library might well consider shortening
its order period from twenty or perhaps twenty-four weeks to sixteen or
even twelve weeks rather than extending it. This action would allow a
library to reorder the unfrlled titles from competing dealers before the
unprofrtable later weeks of an extended order period.

We were able to test this thesis inJanuary when 274 orders unfrlled by
our major vendor were placed with six competing dealers, who were not
told that we had previously tried to obtain the titles from another ven-
dor. Of these 274 orders, some 103 (38 percent) were f,rl led in ten weeks
and 165 (60 percent) were filled in twenty weeks. One of these vendors,
the one whose services were severely curtailed upon reaching agreement
with our rnajor vendor, managed to supply within ten weeks 2l of 43
titles (49 percent) from the orders sent to him; and another vendor, from
his eastern afhliate in Blackwood, NewJersey, was also able to provide
in twenty weeks 26 of 37 titles (70 percent). The 274 orders placed with
the six different dealers represented almost 40 percent of the 697 titles
unfrlled by our major vendor. Had all of the unfilled orders been simi-
larly placed and frlled at the rate the six dealers averaged, we could have
received 3,344 tit les from the 3,621 orders (92 percent). As things were,
use of the six vendors helped us to augment total fulfrllment by 4 percent.
We believe this performance indicated that our major vendor could, at a
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minimum, have improved his performance by 4 percent, and, were he to
work as hard as his competitors all year long, by 11 percent-since we
are confident that he had as much access to the publishers of the titles he
did not stock as the six dealers had.

Rnsurrs sv AccouNrs

After compiling the data in table 1, we decided to examine the perfor-
mance after ten weeks and after twenty weeks . For convenience, we have
also arranged the accounts and publishers into four distinct performance
groups in tables 2 and 3.

Titles from three accounts or subject areas (the one-week account,
philosophy and religion, and psychology) were readily available more
than half of the time and could eventually be obtained a little more than
nine-tenths of the time. We characterized this as the best performance.

Eleven accounts or subject areas (audiovisual account, economics and
business administration, English, French, history, international rela-
tions, the librarian's account, physical education and athletics, the refer-
ence account, technical services account, and theater and speech com-
munications) were readily available half the time and could eventually
be obtained more than three-fourths of the time. lVe characterized this
performance, which was also typical of our vendor's overall perfor-

the poorest performance.

Resur-rs nv PusrrsHon

Publications from five commercial houses (Academic Press, Basic

formance as average.
However, publications of seven large commercial houses (Pergamon
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TABLE 2
EveruerroN or VnNoon Ptarorprexcs ry Accouxr

Account Titles

Orders Received
Orders In 10 Weeks In 20 Weeks
Placed No % No. %

Group 1 - Bes t perjormance *

One-week account
Philosophy and religion
Psychology
Group 2-Second best perjormance*
Audiovisual account
Economics and business administration
English
French
History
International relations
Librarian's account
Physical education and athletics
Reference account
Technical services account
Theater and speech communications
Group 3-Third best perjormance"
Biology
Chemistry
Education
Physics
Spanish
Gro up 4 - Po o res t p erjormanc e a

Art
Classics
Geology
German
Mathematics and computer science
Music
Political science
Replacement account
Russian
Sociology and anthropology

233 204 BB 224 96
r21 83 69 1 18 98
127 72 57 120 94

7 4 5 7 6 8 6
r42 90 63 r27 89
250 t43 57 195 78

26  21  81  23  88
265 t45 5s 227 86
1+5 80 55 124 86
632 329 52 +9r 78

9 7 7 8 7 7 8
155 78 50 132 85
1 1  6  5 5  9  8 2
85 45 53 71 84

85 89
32 89
65 90
53 83
43 88

35 70
84 66

1 1 3  7 2
0 0

128 77
54 78

109 73
78 53
18  64

152 77

42 44
16 44
33 46
1 9  3 0
1 8  3 7

22 44
1 8  1 +
44 28
0 0

67 40
28 41
54 36
3+ 23
8 2 9

96
J O

72
64
49

50
128
158

z
166
69

1 5 0
t47
,R

198

terized this performance as slow.
And hnally, books published by three commercial houses (W. H.
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Freeman, Greenwood Press, and McGraw-Hill) and by three outstand-
ing academic presses (Harvard lJniversity, Oxford lJniversity' and

University of Illinois) were readily available only a third of the. time or

less and could eventually be obtained only about two-thirds of the time.

We characterized this as the least satisfactory performance.

TABLE 3

EveruerroN or VeNoon PnnronveNcB sv PusLrsHBn

Publisher Name

Orders Received
Orders In 10 Weeks In 20 Weeks
Placed No % No. 7o

Group 1 -Best performance*
Academic Press
Basic Books
Doubleday & Co.
Indiana University Press
Johns Hopkins lJniversity Press
Alfred A. Knopf
Princeton lJniversity Press
Southern Illinois University Press
St. Martin's Press
University of Chicago Press
University of Minnesota Press
University of North Carolina

Press
Yale lJniversity Press
Group 2-Second best performance*
Barnes & Noble Books
Columbia University Press
Cornell University Press
Harper & Row
Lexington Books
Litt le, Brown & Co.
W. W. Norton & Co.
Random House
Viking Press
Westview Press
Group 3-Third best perjorrnance*
Cambridge University Press
New York University Press
Pergamon Press
Plenum Publishing Corp.
Praeger Publishers
Prentice-Hall
Routledge & Kegan Paul
Springer-Verlag

8 1  4 1  5 1
20  17  85
26 20 77
38 3s 92
39 25 64
42  34  81
63 42 67
1 1  1 0  9 1
60 50 83
50 38 76
1 1  9  8 2

78 96
19 95
25 96
36 95
35 90
39 93
57 90
1 1  1 0 0
s6 93
4B 96
1 1  1 0 0

12 100
46 94

88
8 1
85

100
BB
B4
95
B 1

110 48  4+
1 6 7 4 4
2 6 8 3 1
1 9 6 3 2
43 19 4+
45 t9 42
2 2 8 3 6
57 16  28

1 2  1 1  9 2
49 30 61

26
26
.) tt

+8
20
2+
32
i t

2 5
2 7

1 9
l o

Z J

.-).')
1 ' 7

1 9
1 9
26
1+
I J

I J

62
6 1
69
85
79
59
70
56
56

23
23
.)1f

42
t 7
2 1
2 7
3 1
1 9
23

97
1 3
22
1 9
.) {t

J O

z t
46

88
BB
89
8B
85
88
B4
84
76
85
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Publisher Name
Orders
Placed

In
No.

Orders Received
10 Weeks In 20 Weeks

% N o %

University of California Press
University of Texas Press
John Wiley & Sons
Gro up 4 - Poore st p erformance *

W. H.  Freeman & Co.
Greenwood Press
Harvard lJniversity Press
McGraw-Hill
Oxford University Press
University of Illinois Press

*Group 1: vendor supplied more than 50 percent of the orders in ten weeks and more
than 90 percent in twenty weeks. Group 2: vendor supplied 50 percent or more of the
orders in ten weeks but less than 90 percent in twenty weeks. Group 3: vendor supplied
less than 50 percent ofthe orders in ten weeks but more than B0 percent in twenty weeks.
Group 4: rendor supplied less than 50 percent ofthe orders in ten weeks and less than B0
percent in twenty weeks.

CoNcr,usroN
It is in the interests of every acquisitions or collection development

librarian intent on obtaining the best services for the money to develop
for each of the dealers serving the library a performance profile that mea-
sures the handling of subjects ordered and publishers from which the li-
brary customarily orders. The effort will identify the unique strengths
and weaknesses of each vendor's stock. No jobber, supplier, or whole-
saler can be expected to supply a library with information of this kind. As
Lincoln concluded, to do so would be to "give their competition free in-
formation. ""

Unlike evaluations that compare different dealers in the most general
terms of fulfillment and delivery, profiling by subjects and publishers
enable s a librarian to assess a dealer's performance in the particular and,
ultimately, to calculate the chances of fulfrllment and rates of delivery for
any currently-in-print title the library might consider ordering from that
vendor. Such knowledge can profitably be put to use to enhance overall
fulfillment and delivery.

Vendor performance profrling which considers subjects and pub-
lishers can identify specific segments of a library's acquisitions program
in need of additional attention in order to increase fulfillment and deliv-
ery. Equipped with this information, the librarian can apply consider-
able leverage on the vendor's representatives to improve service in spe-
cific subject fields. Suggesting to the vendor's representatives that the
library might be better served by ordering directly from the publisher
can encourage attentiveness to a l ibrary's needs.

Vendor profiling provides the librarian with a better understanding of
the limitations of a vendor's services than any vendor representative
dares to provide. It also indicates that acquisitions and collection devel-
opment librarians today must learn to take advantage of conditions in

+8 22 +6
1 1  5  4 5
93 +r 44

43 90
1 1  1 0 0

6 0
t t  o J

J J

o l
132
28

1 1 8
42

13 39  22  67
10 16  46  75
34 26 95 72
12 43  22  79
49 42 88 7s
9 2 1 2 1 5 0
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what can only be described as a buyer's market. Because jobbers, suppli-
ers, and wholesalers need the business of many libraries, they are
obliged to weight their stock toward the subjects and publishers that
guarantee quantity sales. Even those with the most comprehensive stock
are inclined to handle certain subjects and publishers more than others.
The effect for a library is, of course, uneven service. IJnless adjusted
through alternative methods of fulfillment, this kind of service results in
animbalance in the development of the collection. It is, therefore, neces-
sary for the librarian to take the initiative, using the information from
vendor profiles to make sensible decisions to satisfy the library's needs.
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Edited vers ion of  a paper presented onJune 26,  1983, by Sal ly  F.  Wi l l iams, Budget and
Planning Officer, Harvard College Library, at the Resources Section program "Finan-
cial Restraint in Academic Research Institutions: Effective Budgeting and Responsrve
Collection Manasement. "

Budget Justificotion:
Closing the Gop belween
Request ond Result

Sol ly  F.  Wi l l ioms

W"ot, you ARE *.NDERTNG, can Harvard say about library materials
budgets that can possibly be of any use to others? After all, everyone
knows Harvard is very big, Harvard is very wealthy, Harvard is very old
with long-established traditions of library support. Therefore, Harvard
libraries, you say, are different. There you are wrong. Certainly Har-
vard is all of these things but its very size and the extent and age of its
collections bring special responsibilities and obligations for caring for
and sharing its collections that impose a correspondingly enormous h-
nancial burden. In short, the Harvard libraries' needs are greater than
the funds avallable; moreover, the competition for the funds is very keen
in an institution where almost all departments can make this very same
"special responsibil i t ies" argume nt: This situation puts the Harvard l i-
braries in the same boat as every other library scrambling for what it
considers its fair and rightful share of a larger body's funds.

I speak today of the Harvard College Library, a group of eleven li-
braries that accounts for more than one-half of the Harvard University
Library system. The Harvard College Library has been successful in
getting good library materials budgets. The success cannot be dismissed
by wealth alone, for the fact is that the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, the
principal funding source, has often been in deficit. Why is a funding
agent willing to put itself in such an "adverse and ill-advised" financial
position? I believe that success in securing adequate budgets is princi-
pally due to the confidence of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences in the li-
brary administration. This confrdence was not gained overnight but has
been built steadily by successive administrations who exhibited the char-
acteristics that I will now boil down, in gross oversimplification, into
what I call the four P's and four S's

1 . Preparation-careful preparation not only of the budget itself but
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prenotification of administration, users, and staff. This goal can be

iccomplished only by frequent contact with all three.

2. Proven Performance-th;t is, financial performance according to

budget plan and promise.
3. Participation-al a willing partner with the administration in set-

ting budget priorities andin seeking the appropriate funding solu-

tions, wiiether from Harvard or from outside.

four S's:
o Keep it SIMPLE
. K.ep it SALIENT-Ihe point must be prominent and immediately

recognizable as pertinent.
. Keei it SCRU?ULOUS-we are all honest and our budgets

should be too.
o Pull no SURPRISES-we all like to think we are in control of the

situation by being aware of what is going on-if you throw a curve
at the last minute, you put the administration off balance and jeop-

about them.

priorities and arrange funding and seldom like surprises. Much of the
^Harvard 

success *.Jdn. to a ten-year plan written by an earlier library
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budget guidelines are issued by the university in December, but the uni-
versity allows the library to set price increase guidelines for library mate -

rials and this task usually begins in the Budget & Planning Ofhce of the
Harvard College Library. The information gathered at the ALA Mid-
winter Meeting from the Library Materials Price Index Committee of
the Resources Section of the Resources and Technical Services Division
and from vendors is enormously influential in this process as are the lat-
est reports ofprice increases and foreign currency exchange rates. This
information is distributed by the library Budget and Planning Ofhce to
the Harvard libraries inJanuary and forms the basis for discussion with
the library departments, which takes place in February. The budget is
due in March. Since Harvard library collections are for the most part
mature collections and collections of which a high percent is purchased
abroad, the budget discussion centers on price increase information and
expectations of the strength of the dollar, information more easily sup-
plied by the Budget & Planning Office. Changes in curriculum and em-
phasis in research as well as unanticipated changes in funding also must
be considered in arriving at a budget figure for each library, and this
information is usually offered by the head of each library.

The price information tools we use are l isted in "Selected Sources of
Published Library Materials Price Information" at the end of this arti-
cle. Up-to-date price studies of foreign materials are the most difficult to
frnd. There is a disturbing trend for publications reporting these prices
to cease, and the increased delay in publishing this information in those
still in existence negates their value in an annual budget process. For
example:

. The journal Librarl Association Recordhas stopped publishing British
book prices. Academic libraries have a substitute that may be even
more appropriate to their setting, the reports of the Centre for Li-
brary and Information of the Loughborough University of Tech-
nology (..g., "Selected Sources," Hart), but the fact remains that
there is one less source of information now.

. Library of Congress has stopped publishing LC Acquisitions Trends.
The price information formerly contained there will be published in
LC Information Bulletin, but the time delay in publishing the infor-
mation may be lengthened.

. 1983 preliminary U.S. periodical prices were not published unti l
the May{une issue of RZSD Nezasletter, six months after the infor-
mation had been compiled and too late to be incorporated into the
budget cycle.

Price information is extremely important to library budget prepara-
tion, and rapid publication will help enormously in formulating budget
requests that account for price reality.

Partly in re sponse to the diffrculty of obtaining price information and
partly to answer the question of the relevancy of the published price in-
dexes in producing the most pertinent information, the Widener Li-
brary, the central research collection in the humanities and social sci-
ences of the Harvard College Library, began compiling its own index of
periodical prices.' By complring the Widener Library prices for the last
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tween Widener price patterns and Blackwell price patterns has saved the
library much energy in that it spares us the chore of having to compile
each year our own average periodical prices, but it highlights the depen-
dency of libraries on published sources of price information.

Price increase information cannot be used in isolation but must be as-
sociated with some budget base, and so the library's own expenditure
figures and budget variance figures are needed. Harvard finaniial infor-
mation comes from two sources-reports from the university financial

acquisitions system, which tracks payments at the order record level, av-

process of determining the appropriate level of support from the various
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sources of funding begins. At this stage, accurately estimating the in-
come of the four categories of funding, and particularly of the eight hun-
dred or so funds and accounts, takes on increasing importance. The uni-
versity financial system produces an estimate of the income of each of the
650 or so endowed funds, and the library estimates the income from its
own receipts and from government contracts. The balance must come
from the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. In periods where endowment in-
come, receipts income, and government funding are increasing less than
the cost of library materials (the usual case), the Faculty of Arts and Sci-
ences is called upon to bear a disproportionately higher share of the in-
crease. By having access to an online budgeting system which incorpo-
rates university reports with various l ibrary projection models, the
Flarvard College Library has greatly shortened the time needed to com-
pile this complicated budget. It catt advise the Faculty of Arts and Sci-
ences of its needs at an eirlier date, and with increased accuracy and
precision. This capability contributes greatly to the confidence with
which the Faculty of Arts and Sciences greets the library budget.

While the college library budget itself is complex and the preparation
of the budget is complex, we try to keep the justifrcation of the budget
simple. Tde more we are in oral contact with the Faculty, of Arts and
Sciences, the less the need to justify in writ ing. Each year only one or two
of the most pertinent arguments for support of the collections are pre-
sented. Usuilly performance of a price index is presented along with any
special consideritions of changes in scope of the collection or significant
chrtrg.r. in funding (such as loss of a government corLtract). O_ne of the
persuasrve sources of information wai the index of Effective Exchan-ge
Rate published by the International Monetary Fund in its periodical In'
ternational Financial Statistics.'This index was used to show ihat although
the dollar was strong, it was not as strong as the administration had
hoped or indeed had suggested, when compared to the inflation of li-
briry materials.. The administration appreciates succinctness in budget
presentations; pictures Iend themselves much better to this concep,t than
iong, involved-tables or figures where the message is not immediately
apparent. The particular point about the relative strength of the dollar is
reiaity grasped from a graph. Thus the budget justif,rcation is kept-sim-
ple andialient. Because ofthe frequent contact with the Faculty of Arts
ind Sciences, there are no surprisei in the budget request and the justifi-

cation serves more as a quick and useful reminder to the administration
of what has been discussed previously.

I have emphasized today the effect of budget preparation in building
the confidence of the administration. I do not mean to imply that the
others-proven performance, participation, and persistence with pa-
tience and principles-are not equally important, but they are concepts
more self-evideni. Be that as it may, I would like to share with you an
example of cooperation at Harvard where participation with adminis-
tration in seeking appropriate funding solutions paid off. It is not an ex-
ample of telling ybuhormto hnd a " sugar daddy, ' ' but a case of maximiz-
ingthe library-'s own income from receipts by enlisting Faculty of Arts
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and Sciences support as a willing partner to change the university's in-
vestment and accounting policies. Years ago the library and the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences reached agreement on the uses of library income.
Income generated from fees forlibrary privileges, interlibrary loan, and
photocopying was to be applied to the general unrestricted operating in-
come, a procedure that meant it could be used only in the year in which it
was earned. Income generated from fines and sale of duplicates or gifts
could be applied to book budgets and deposited in accounts wherJthe
balances could be carried forward from one year to the next. Each li-
brary, and indeed some hfty subdepartments, had their own accounts.
Under the university investment policy, however, these types of ac-
counts earned no interest for the library. The unive rsity, of course, was
investing the balances but under conditions of uncertainty as to the total
amount available to invest. With the encouragement and support of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences, the library pooled all of its smail accounts
of this type into a single account and pledged a reserve balance which the
university invests in minimum periods of six months. Annual interest
accrues to the library at the three-month Treasury bill rate plus 1 percent
if the reserve balance is not violated. The college library in turn distrib-
utes interest to its library participants in proportion to reserve balances
pledged. The investment time period of six months allows even the li-
braries close to the edge of their budgets to participate in the first six
months of a year by using other funds first or by staggering orders
against the investment fund to encumber only in the first half of the year
and pay out in the second half. The scheme benefits the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences because it relieves some of the financial burden; it 'benefits
the university because it provides more certainty of the level of funds
available for investment; it benefits the library because it puts more con-
trol into library hands. The libraries are more aware of the financial sta-
tus of their own funds and that means smoother operations for all con-
cerned.

In summarythe Harvard College Library has been given good budget
support and I believe this support is directly related to the four P's of
budget preparation-preparation, performance, participation, persis-
tance wi th pat ience and pr inc ip les-and the four  S 's  of  budget
p{esentation-keep it simple, salient, scrupulous, with no surprises.
This is not a prescription for 100 percent success even at Harvard, but I
believe the more closely we follow through with these at Harvard, the
more confident we can be that the budeet that results is the best budeet
possible.

1 .
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vice President. The committee used as the basis for its final recommen-

THE Vorcr/SussrrNo AcgursrrroNs MoDEL
The.Voigt/Susskind Acquisitions Model is displayed in table 1. While

a detailed description of the model is contained-in the library develop-
ment plan, the key factors are as follows:

every one thousand graduate students over five thousand.
6. There is a "sponsored research" supplement. The committee con-
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cluded that extramurally funded research creates extra demands
on libraries in proportion to the number of additionar users added,
i.e., the number of appointees paid from restricted funds.

7. An adjustment is made for ,,non-budgeted,, 
acquisit ions. These

are materials received in addition to purchased volumes from such
sources as gifts., exchange agreements, and federally funded pro_
grams. The adjustment amounts to a reduction in the acquisiiion
rate-equal to 20 percent of the total nonbudgeted volumes ieceived
by the campus to compensate the .u-pt,r.i that have to purchase

:ive free of charse.
ind Model in thJuniversiry's l ibrary
ve effect on book budsets. When the
he state, the acquisiti6n rate was in-

menr, or a prosrammatic increase [it!i6?1litll"1 
a 16'4 percent incre-

SncunrNc Anrquerr FuNDTNG
FOR PRICE INCNNASN NENOS

The first concerted universitywide effort to measure inflation needs
for the book budget began in l9i 4.It was prompted by these two consid-
erations. First, the need for inflation funds for^book 6udgets was based

:x, the same measurement used for
funds for nonsalary expenditures,

ceiving an inflation adjustment for
, which was about the same as that
ies in California. This amount was

totally.inadequate to rnaintain the quality of the university's research
collections.

-  ̂ $_r,!g negotiationswith the state began for the university's budget for
1975-76, the universitywide budget Jffice decided that i i  was time to
separate book fund expenditures fro- aggregated nonsalary expendi-
tures and to relate the need for price increasJfunds to the national in-
dexes for library materials as repbrt ed in The Boutker AnnuaL rhe univer-
sity's request was stated in veiy simple terms in that an estimate was
made of the amount of book funds being spent by the campus libraries
for hardcoverbooks, periodicals, ..td s..Iis.r,uices. This request repre-
sented a.major  departure f rom past  budgetary pract i ies,  u. rd i t
prompted the state to review its policy on d6termining price increase
needs.

After intensive review and negotiation, the state agreed to the new ap-
proach using the indexes reforGdi., 'fhe 

Bowker Anniaf and even .gr..d
to review the adequacy of the previous year's ailocation for infl 'ation
lunds fbr l ibrary materials. If the allocation was found lacking, then an
adjustment was made to correct the deficiency. converselyithe state
said that negative adjustments would be made'if the allocation was too
high. This policy remained in effect unril the inflation rates besan to sky-
rocke t .  Fo r  t he  un i ve rs i t y . t he  resu l t  o f  t h i s  po l i cy  ch inge  was
astounding-an overall price_increase adjustment for library miterials
of 13 percent for hscal year 1975-76.
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The university's Library Council took note of this breakthrough and
decided in the fall of 1976 to form a working committee called the Task

1975-76.In doing so, the following issues were raised:
1. Are national price indexes adequate for use with the university's

libraries?
In the course of addressing these questions, the committee ultimately

recommended that the university should continue to use the indexes in
Bowker as the basis for book price increase requests until there are "bet-
ter data and a better rationale for using different frgures."'In issuing
this recommendation, however, the committee also expressed its reser-
vations in using the indexes and urged that the application of the indexes
to book expenditures be modified. For example, it was concluded that
Bowker's hardcover book index is based on a broader spectrum of mate-
rials than that purchased by academic libraries. Thus, it was decided

comprehensiveness. Thus, some subject areas must be lumped into a
category labeled "other. "

The committee noted also that the university should continue to use
the Bowker index for serial services even though very few of the univer-
sity campus libraries separated, or for that matter could even identify,
expenditures for serial services in their book budgets. This was the most
controversial recommendation of the committee. Most of the campuses
could only give a "best estimate" of these expenditures. In the end,
however, the libraries agreed to report serial services as a separate cate-
gory because ofthe high cost ofeach title and the large percentage ofthe
serial budgets spent on serial services.
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. T9 hgtp the libraries isolate serial service expenditures, the committee
decided to use the American National Standard Institute,s defrnition
with some modif,rcation as follows:
A periodical publication which revises, cumulates, abstracts, or indexes infor-
mation in a specific or general field on a continuing basis by means of a new or
replacement issue, pages, or cards, intended to pr6vide information otherwise
i:l::rditr,"vnailable. It also includes cover to cover translations of foreign lan-
guage serlals.-

The committee then turned its attention to the reporting of expendi-
ture data to the systemwide offices by the campus libiaries."It was deter-
mined that even though the national price data would never precisely
match the experience -of any particular iampus library, expendiiure data
would be systematically reported by each for hardcoier books, periodi-
cals, and serial services. TEis was a'major breakthrough for systbmwide
planning, because up to that time, thd libraries *...",r.ry reluctant to
xupport a unified effort to provide this kind of data to the office of the
President. The reason for ihis was that the data was difficult to get be-
cause book expenditures did not fall "neatly" into one of the three cate-
gories. It was decided that the solution was to modify the expenditure
da-ta 

leported by the. libraries to include all library rniteriars purchased
wtth book lunds under one of the three categories, and to lint expendi-
ture data by subject_categorylo LC subject cl-assifications; e. g. , expendi-
tures for monographs with LC classificition "S" are reportei by ucLA
asthe percent of its expenditures for monographs in the "Bowker,, agri-
culture subject category (see figure 1).

Date Prepared April 20, j9B3 (JC, Los Angeles Campus
Library Book price Increase Justification

1 983-84 Percent (7)

4 1 . 0 8

50.83
8 . 0 9

I Monographs, Subscriptions and Serial Seraices (2\
A. Percent of Totil Book Budget for Mor\qqraphic

Acquisitions (3)
B. Percent of Total Book Budget for Subscriptions. (4)
C. Percent of Total Book Budlet for Serial Services'(5)

II. Subject Brcakdown
A. Percent of Monographic Budget for Acquisitions in the

Iol lowlns Areas:

LC Class

Figure 1
Library Book Price Increase Justification
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12. Philosophy, Psychology B-BJ
13 . Drarna (Perlbrming Arts &

The Drama) PN 1560-3299
Religion BL-BX
Science and Technology (7) Q, T-TT
Sociology, Economics HM-HX; HB-HE;

HG-HJ
17. Other:

e. g.Geography (G-GF); Anthropology (GN-GT);
Recreation (GV): Political Science (J); Military &
Naval Science (U-V); Bibliography & Library
Science (Z)

18. Total

B. Percent of Subscriptions Budget for Acquisitions in the
Following Areas:

LC Class
Agriculture S
Business & Economics HB-HJ

(excluding Labor-HD
480 1 -8942)

7 +
l : )

16 .

l .
L .

100.00

1 . 9 1

1 . 5 +
1 . 8 6

16.57

15.9+
1 1  7 2

.38
3 .98

12.63
2 2 8
4 .01
1 . 6 1
1 . 3 +
5 B B
. 1 3

3 .
a .

6
7 .
B .
9 .

1 0 .

1 1 .
1 2 .
t - 1 .

| :),

Chemistry & Physics
Education
Engineering
Fine & Applied Arts
General Interest
History
Home Economics

Journalism &
Communications
Labor & Industrial Relations
Law
Library Science
Literature & Language
Math, Botany, Geology &

PN4699-5650 ; P 87 -96 2.06
HD 4801-8942 1 50
K 3 .+2
z  2 .9+
P B.O7

9 . 6 2

QC, qD
L
T-TP
N
AP
C,D ,E ,F
TX

General Science qA, qK, qE, Q, qH
16. Medicine R
17. Philosophy & Religion B

(excluding Psychology-BF)
18. Physical Education &

Recreation GV .20
19. Pol i t ical Science J 1.89
20 Psychology BF 1.83
21. Sociology & Anthropology HM-HX; GN-GT +.28
22 Zoology qL .81
23.  Other :  11  84

e g. General Works (AC-AN, AS-AY); Geography
(G-GF); Social Sciences (General) & Statistics
(H-HA); Music (M); Science (Qf , QV-QR);
Technology (TR-TT); Military & Naval Science
(U-V)

24. Total 100 00
C Percent of Serial Services Budget for Acquisitions in the

Followine Areas:
LC Class
HF
A,B(ex Psych.-BF)
C , D , E , F , M , N , P

1. Business
2. General and Humanities

t 7  . 3 0
2 .00

.28
J . l d

Figure I (Continued)
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3 .
+
5 .

6 .
7 .
o

9 .

Science and Technology Q/R,S,T
SocialSciences(excluding BF,G,HJ

Business-HF & Law-K)
Soviet Translations (B)
U.S. Documents (9)

Law

Other:
e.g. Education (L); Military

Bibliography & Library
Total

& Naval Science (U-V);
Science (Z)

42.50
29.64

1 6 2

21.87
0 . 5 1

0

100.00

41 .02

9.08
2 .05

1 0 . 1 0
6 .01
2 .09

11.69

lII. Foreign Purchases
A. Percent of Total Book Budget for Non-U.S. Acquisitions
B. Percent of Total Book Budget for Acquisitions in:

1. United Kinedom
2. France
3. Germany
4 Netherlands
5. Japan
6. Other

( 1 )
(2 )

(3)
(4)

Round to the nearest whole percent
All expenditures regardless of format should be accounted for in Items A. , B., C. below; c. g.,
microforms, maps, recordings, non-print media may be either Monographs, Subscriptions or
Serial Services and should be recorded in the appropriate category. T[e tbtal should equal 100
percent of l ibrary materials expenditures fronbudeeted boolifunds.
Inc ludes  monograph ic  ser ies .
Includes periodicals, newspapers, annuals and memberships. Monographic series, serial back-
fi i les and sets should be included in Item I.A. (MonographiC Acquisitfuni); and serial services in
Item I.C. (Serial Services).

(5) A vrial sertice is defined ai a periodical publication which revises, cumulates, abstracts or in-
dexes information in a specific or general field on a continuing basis by means ofnew or replace-
ment lssues, pages, or cards, intended to provide information othemise not readily available.
Includes cover to cover translations of foreign language serials.

(6) IncJudes Lmguage, Literarure, Poetry andlhe Dima as Literature.
(7) Excludes only Medicine.
(8) Cover to cover translations ofother languages should be included in "Other.',
(9) Include indexing and abstracting servicis published by the lJ.S. Governrnenr.

Figure 1 (Continued)

THE UNTVERSITY'S PRICE
INCREASE JUSTIFICATION

The library materials price increase model that resulted from the com-
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the arithmetic mean.

ing used, they agreed that its use should be continued.
Table 3 provides calculations that produce the price increase estimate

TABLE 2

IJrrvensrrv or C.q.LtronNre
Orrrcr oF THE AsstsraNr Vrcn PnnsrooNr-

LrsreR.v PreNs exo Porrcln,s
Avenace Aruu.l l  Pnrcn INcteests-1979-82

Mollocnlpss

Final (Preliminary)

3-Year
% Geometric

lncrease Mean
1979 1982

Subiect Area

Agriculture
Art
Business
Education
General Works
History
Language & Literature
Law
Medicine
Music
Philosophy & Psychology
Poetry & Drama
Religion
Science & Technology
Sociology & Economics

$20 94 fi32.76
21.95 3r .62
2 3 . 1 1 25.19
1 5 . 1 0  2 1 . 0 0
28.  s6
19.79

J O .  J J

26.99

23 .28
19.+5
17 .76
4 1 . 9 3
48 .61

(s6.4)
( L L  1 \

(e.0)
(3e.1)
(27 .3 )
(36.4)
(2r .3)

(32 .3 )
(+r .7)
(2e.  5)
(22 .e )
(1e .8 )
(43.5)
( 1  1 . 6 )

(16 .0 )
(1 3.0)
(3 0)

(1  1  . 7 )
(8.4)

(10  e )
(6 7)

(e B)
( 1 2 . 3 )
(e 0)
( 7  . 1 )
(6.2)

(12 .8 )
(13 .7 )

17  .95  2 r .78
29.++ 35.63
29 .27 38.7 |
18 .93  26 .83
1 7  . 9 8
1 5  8 3
t + . 8 3
29.2r
+3.57

( 2 1 . 0 )  ( 6  6 )

Averaqe*  $23.96  $30.59  (27 '7 )  (8  5 )

*Some ofthe subject areas on which the Bowker averages are based have been omitted from this

table.
Source: Tir Bouker Annual oJ Library and Book Trade Informtion, 28th ed (New York: Bowker,

1983)
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for monographs. A similar table is prepared for subscriptions and an-
other for serial services. On each of the tables the geometric mean
(column 2) is multiplied by the estimated amount of book funds spent in
the base budget year in that subject category. For example, for the sub-
ject area agriculture, the three-year geometric mean is 16 percent.
Berkeley estimates that 2.9 percent of its monographic budget is spent
on these acquisit ions ($67 , 1 52). Multiplying the 1 6 percent by this num-
ber results in an estimated inflation need of $10,744. This same tech-
nique is used for each of the subject areas by type of material. The esti-
mated price increase for monographs for 1984-85 is 10.2 percent or
$1 ,278 ,498 .

Note that the model produces very useful management information.
On the average, the university is spending approximately 50.7 percent
of its book funds for monographs. The range is from 34 percent at the
San Francisco campus (UCSF) to 60 percent at the San Diego campus.
UCSF, of course, must acquire materials for its medical programs and
would naturally have the lowest expenditures for monographs. It is this
type of data that a number of librarians in the university system have
indicated is useful for planning for the target budget year.

The analysis of expenditures for periodicals prepared for the 1984-85
budget request indicated that approximately 40.7 percent of the univer-
sity's book funds is spent on these acquisit ions. The estimated need for
pr ice increase funds in  1984-85 is  an increase of  14 percent  or
$1,400,098.

It should be noted that when the university decided to adopt this
model to estimate its price increase needs, it was agreed that if the data
proved not to be advantageous as one would hope, the results ofthe anal-
ysis would still go forward to the state. For example, in the past the data
has actually shown that in some subject areas the university's estimated
price increase need proved to be too high. The state has made negative
adjustments accordingly. But, since the model has been used by the uni-
versity, the overall inflation estimate has proven to be in the university's
favor when all ofthe subject areas are aggregated.

As previously mentioned, information about expenditures for serial
services is the most difficult to obtain. The university's best estimate is
that it is spending about 8.6 percent of its book funds for these pur-
chases, and the analysis of the data for each campus library indicates that
an increase of 11.7 percent or $246,B10 wil l be needed in 1984-85.

Table 4 summarizes the university's request to the state for price in-
crease funds for the library materials budget for 1984-85. The estimated
overall need is for $2.9 mill ion or an increase of 11.9 percent.

Suvrlrenv AND CoNcLUsroNS

In an era when adequate funding for state-supported institutions is
increasingly difficult to obtain, one of the success stories is the efforts of
the lJniversity of California to establish an adequate base book budget
and to estimate inflation fund needs. One of the key reasons for this suc-
cess is relating book fund needs to academic and research programs as
contained in the Voigt/Susskind acquisitions model. It is important to
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TABLE 4
IjNrvensrrY oF CALTFoRNTA

Orprcr oF THE AssrsreN:r Vrcn PnnsroeNr-
Lrnneny Pr.qrs exo Porrcrps

Estruarnn Pnrcn INcaeasB Nrpns ron 1984-85

Book Budget
1983-84

1984-85
Estimated Price Increase

Amount Percent

Monographs
Subscriptions
Serial Services
Total

f i12,479,766
10 ,010 ,968
2 ,117 ,321

$24,608,055

$1 ,27 B ,+98
1,400,098

246,810
$2,925,406

(10  2 )
(  1 4.0)
(11 .7 )
( 1  1 . e )

remember, though, that once the base is established, estimated pnce rn-
crease needs are of the utmost imoortance .

The university has discovered that by providing the state with detailed
information on book fund expenditures, a major breakthrough occurred
in establishing the credibility of its price increase needs. Through the
years various state analysts in the Department of Finance and the Legis-
lative Analyst's Office have expressed satisfaction with the university's
willingness to provide expenditure data by subject arca. They have
pointed out that this produces a weighted average, and relates book ex-
penditures to academic and research programs. It gives credence to the
university's claim that our funding needs are different from those of
public l ibraries.

It is important to remember that the university would never have been
able to obtain the necessary information on how book funds were being
spent without the cooperation of the campus libraries. The consistent
and compatible data their reports made possible established the univer-
sity's credibil i ty with the state's analysts.

One must keep in mind, though, that in constructing a detailed price
increase model, it is absolutely necessary to know the nature of the data.
To illustrate this point, the university encountered a unique problem in
its negotiations for price increase funds in 1982-83. Each year the State
Department of Finance issues a document called the "Price Letter,"
which estimates inflationary increases for various types of commodities
purchased by state agencies. One section of the letter always estimates
the increases expected for l ibrary materials. For 1982-83 the state pro-
jected a price increase of 1.9 percent for monographs. Since the univer-
sity spends at least 51 percent of its book budget on monographs, and the
estimate had no relationship to the actual experience of the university
libraries, the alarm was sounded.

The university had to reacquaint itself with the fact that the unit prices
reported in Bowker represent the volumes currently being cataloged by
the Library of Congress. Further, books in the subject category of
sociology-economics accounted for 16.5 percent of the volumes cata-
loged by LC in 1980, and prices decreased for this one subject category
by 21.6 percent. It was obvious that the average unit price for mono-
graphs was being skewed because prices increased in every other subject
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area except for business, which showed a small decline of - 2.5 percent.
The university was quick to point out to the Department of Finance that
if books in sociology-economics were omitted, the average price per vol-
ume increased 1 5 percent ( 1 980 over 1 979). Also, the university's mono-
graphic purchases in sociology-economics accounted for only 8.5 per-
cent of the total expenditures for monographs. Subject areas in which 37
percent of the university's book budget is spent increased as follows: law,
14.6 percent ;  ar t ,24.1 percent ;  educat ion,  2.7 percent ;  medic ine,  15.1
percent; science-technology, 23 percent; and philosophy-psychology,
25.5 percent. Because the university could provide such expenditure de-
tail, the negotiations for 1982-83 had a huppy ending; the l ibraries re-
ceived an overall price increase adjustment of 11.8 percent for the book
budget.

Besides knowing the nature of the data being reported, it is important
to remember that once a methodology is established for determining
price increase needs, the request should be as consistent as possible in
succeeding years. If new elements are introduced, such as an analysis of
library materials purchased in foreign countries, the budget officer
should make sure that all who analyze the request understand the ratio-
nale for including these new elements.

One should remember also that the state analysts change with the pas-
sage of time, both in the library system and on the state level, and, there-
fore, there has to be a continuing effort in educating the people supply-
ing the basic data or reviewing the request. It is unwise to assume that a
new state analyst understands the methodology so familiar to the library
professional.

The final point to be made is that what "works" today in articulating
your need for an adequate base book budget and price increase funds to
maintain acquisition rates will not necessarily work forever. An acquisi-
tion model or inflation model will age and eventually require modifica-
tion or even an entirely new approach to convince state analysts of your
need for adequate funding. The cautionary note here is to be prepared
for the change that comes naturally with the future.

RrnnnnNcns

1. "InterimReport,  TaskGrouponCostof LibraryMaterials," UniversityofCali for-
n ia ,January  31 ,  1977,  p .1 .

2 Ibid.
3 .  Ib id . ,  p  2 -3 .
4. Ibid , attachment, p.1. Based on the definition in American National Standards In-

stitute, American National Standard Criteria Jor Prirc Indexu Jor Librarl Materials (New
York: ANSI, 197+), p.10.
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A Cosf Model for Retrospective
Conversion Alternotives

Stephen H. Peters ond Douglos J. Butler

A cost model is presentedfor use fut librarians desiring to inautigate .aarious alter'
natiaes Jor auomplishiig retrospectiue conuersion. Aduice on taking a.random
sample and gathering information is giaen, and the steps necessary)-to.cost the. proJect
are set out. A t4,potttaicat example ising two alternatiae methods is prouided.

,Tr
I t u o"rrur-or'MENT of automated circulation systems has set the stage

for the automation of other library processes and the development of on-

line catalogs. A necessary condition for all ofthese projects.is the conver-

sion of .oi,. o. all of the bibliographic records to machine-readable

form. In most instances librarians h.rre been thinking in terms of current

state and regional automation projects have become an important

agenda item]At the heart of almosi every project is the idea that all

mlembers will convert their records to machine-readable form.

LITERATURE REVIEW

the steps necessary to accomplish a high-quality retrospective conver-
sion. A second useful general sou rce is Retrospectiae Conuersion, prepared
by the Association of Research Libraries.' This collection of documents
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includes.the.report of the ocLC Internetwork Qu2liry council, a set of
draft guidelines from the Research Libraries Gioup,'a summary from

t descriptions and instructions from
e council's report, which found that
y standards for retrospective conver-
rces I Technical Seraices."

il: # ffi*t J lf :: #f; ',f [.',',?i#
ninion University used optical char-

acter recognition (ocR) input to match its 286,000 tit les igainst the
Blackwell/North America database.n Mo.. than 

'80 
percent of th. ,..-

ordsproduced exact matches, and non-hits and recoids needing biblio-
qrlph5 changes were processed through OCLC. Items not found on
ocLC, about 3 percent of the total, weie evaluated for retention in the

/ cost information. Krieger recently
at the Hamilton campus of Miami

acks both extra staffing and outside

.using 9CL9. The average time for

i n cr u d e d o nry th e o c L c .h ̂,*. T;il;',:"T,:ifu ::' :f:Tff il:t'j::X
way at. the university of South caiolina using ocLC.' For t"h. general
collection, 67.1 percent of the records prodriced exact matches or re-
quired only mino_r editing, and 13.4 records were updated for each hour
of staff time . Although the hit rate was 92.7 p.r.&t, procedures used
resulted in twice as much staff time being used for offlinb steDs as for the
online steps. The major portion of the c6sts was for salaries'and wases.

Nnrn FoR A Cosr Moonr,
Missing frgm the literature of retrospective conversion is a general

method by which librarians can determine the approximate cost 6f vari-
oy; a.l1er111ive procedures. The general discussions, such as were pro-
vided in Librarl Tech.nology Rep-orkl outline the broad ,t"p, .r...rrary un-
der any procedure, but they do not give specific information or provide
the details for each step. Ttre purpot6 of the present paper is to piovide a
detailed model that can be used to determin. th. appioximate cost of any
alternative method, in-house- or vendor, for accomplishing retrospectivl
co-nversion. The major problem to be solved is the selection of the most
ellective method of carrying out a conversion. Most effectiue does not nec-
e,ssarily mean the lowest-coit method, but the metho"j that will best meet
the standards set for the project at the lowest cost.

Thus the first and most important step is to establish standards for the
qroj99t. Then, on the basis oT the data gathered in the random sample,
the library can estimate the cost of a coiversion project carried out ac-
cording to the desired standards by the various -etliod. available.

THE RANDOM SAMPLE

If it has not been done recently, the library will need to take a random
sam-ple of its shelflist. Even the smallest shelflist is of a size which pre-
cludes using the entire shelflist to develop a profile of the collection. it is
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important to include all segments of the shelflist that are to be converted

in ihe sample in order to lvoid any bias toward a particular segment.
The results of the sample will pro,ride part of the basis for determining
the values of some of tire variibles examined in the four steps listed be-

low, particularly staff time, editing, charges imposed !y utilities and

vendors, and the time required for projectiompletion. In addition, the

results oithe sample will be necessary for the library to ana)yze its collec-

tion in order to submit requests for cost estimates to vendors.
For those not familiar with the sampling process, a good discussion of

the procedure can be found in Ray^ L.-Carpenter and Ellen Storey

Varu's StatisticalMethodsfor Librarians'.u Also,Butler, Aveney, and Scholz
provide a useful methodfor sampling a shelflist in the appendix to their

ieport.n In calculating the size ofthe iample, the libraria_n must-frrst de-

teimine how much..ior.an be tolerated in the sample. Most librarians
will not need greater accuracy than that generated by using 2 to 5 per-

cent error limiis at the 95 percent conhdence level. These sizes are shown

in table 1. To provid. so-e margin of safety, it is recommended that the

sample size be increased to the next even 100 records, €.9.-,using.400
t..oidt instead of 384. If greater accuracy is desired, it can be obtained
in two ways: using a small=er error rate (1 percent requires- a sample size

four times the sizE of a 2 percent sample), or increasing the confidence
level to 99 percent, which will increase the sample siz.e by 73 percent.

Items which should be tallied in examining the sample include the num-

bers of materials by each type, the number of foreign-languag-e.items
(often requested by'outside vindors), the number of items with Library^

of Cong..tt card numbers, and the number of MARC records' All of

these co'unts must be converted to percentages of the sample for estimat-
rng purposes.

TABLE 1

MrNrvult Rerqoovt Seruprn Srze er rHe 95 PBnceN'r

Cor,irtonNcr Lrver rot EsrruarrNc Cosrs or e

Rttnospnctrve CoNvnnsroN Pnolecr

Estimated
Percentage of the
Collection to be
Converted

Number of Items Needed in Random
Sample with

27o Error 37o Error + Error Error

50
40 or 60
30 or  70
20 or 80
10 or  90

240r
230+
20r6
I  536
846

1067
1024
896
683
384

600
576
504
384
216

384
369
323
246
138

COUPANTNG THE RANDOM SETVTPT,N
WITH THE DATABASE

Before this process is begun, it is important to determine both what

will be considered a matching record and what level of comp_leteness of

cataloging is desired. The exferience reported above with OCLC at the

Univeisitl' of South Carolinb, and the authors' own experiences with
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OCLC at Northern Michigan University and Asbury College have indi-
cated that although a high percentage of the samples was matched in the
OCLC database, about half of the match groups did not meet the stan-
dards set for the local projects.

The first step in comparing the sample with the selected database is to
defrne what an exact match will be. An exact match can range from
matching the shelflist card in all bibliographic details to matching the
author and title only. However, a minimum of author, title, edition, and
all publication data would provide a closer match to the actual material
and would be more useful to potential users. When matching has been
completed, the sample should be searched against the bibliographic util-
ity database used by the l ibrary (OCLC, RLIN, etc.) or sent to a com-
mercial vendor for searching against that database. If the library has no
previous time study statistics, and if it is considering in-house conver-
sion, this is also the time to collect data on the average number of records
searched per hour. These calculations will be needed later.

When samples are searched against the database, distinct categories
of records can be isolated. These are

1. Acceptable as is.
2. Minor editing needed (changing existing call numbers and head-

ings, correcting misspell ings).
3. Major editing required (adding helds of all types or frxed field cod-

i.rg).
4. Not matched in the database.

It is important to note the percentage of records in each category for an
in-house project because each category requires a different amount of
time to process. This searching will also enable the library to supply a
vendor with information such as the number and types of frelds which
will need to be edited or added.

GITHNNTNG INFoRMATION

The second step in determining retrospective conversion costs is to
gather as much information as possible on the alternative methods of
conversion. One obvious source is commercial vendors who undertake
conversion projects. They can supply information about the size of their
databases, the kinds of records included, the quality of those records
(whether AACR2 heading forms are used, whether subject tracings or
call numbers have ever been updated, f ields present on the records,
etc. ) ,  and thei r  general  procedur is  for  processing a convers ion.  Vendors
will also indicate what they expect a library to do and at what steps there
is the option of having either the library or vendor process the records.
They may also be able to provide examples of records which they have
converted. Examples would be useful for comparing the abilities and
performances of various vendors. A good way to gather this information
is to talk with vendors at conferences because the specif,rc library situa-
tion can then be discussed. But a letter of inquiry should not be dis-
missed, for it can at least result in general information and, if the inquiry
is specifrc enough and includes the data from the random sample about
the collection, very specific answers can be provided by vendors, includ-
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ing costs. But remember that the vendors' interests lie in selling their
service, so they will place themselves in the best light possible.

To discover the pitfalls and problems of retrospective conversion-
and there are many to trap the unwary librarian-it is necessary to talk
to l ibrarians who are carrying out a retrospective conversion project or
have recently done so. They can detail their experiences and provide ex-
pert advice for the neophyte. In this way also specifrc problems and tech-
niques can be discussed, and the librarian can determine if a method that
worked for someone else will work equally well in his or her own library.
What must be remembered is that each situation has unique aspects,
and a procedure satisfactory in one library cannot necessarily be trans-
planted to another without modification. Discussion with those who
have experience with retrospective conversion projects will also give the
librarian an opportunity to gather data on the performance of various
vendors. An evaluation of vendor performance may be as important as
cost information in making the decision. Finally, a visit to a library cur-
rently carrying out a conversion project will be most useful to observe
the actual procedures and learn what such a project entails.

Cos:rrNc rHE PRoJEcr
To arrive at an approximate cost for each alternative, four steps must

be costed. These are (1) searching, (2) verif ication and editing, (3) cod-
ing and input of non-hits, and (4) obtaining final records. Variables
which must be examined in these steps include the amount of staff time
required, charges imposed by bibliographic utilities and vendors, and
the time required to complete the project. The resulting costs will be a
function of the various routines plus the cost of equipment and supplies.
Although the costs rnay vary drastically, the procedure used to calculate
the costs r,r'ill not vary with regard to in-house or vendor production.

However, the librarian should be aware that the "Hawthorne effect''
was probably operating during the evaluation of the sample records.
The staff treated it as a welcome break from the usual routine and,
knowing it was an experiment, achieved higher production rates than
they would over a sustained period of several months or years. Thus the
sample times should be regarded as maximums and the costs as mini-
mums. An allowance will need to be made in the hnal costs for the long,
tedious nature of the project.

There are three basic costs which must be applied as needed to each
step in the procedure. These are labor costs, equipment/supplies costs,
and vendor/bibliographic utility charges.

Cosr Fecrons

Labor. Labor costs must be based on the total compensation actually
given to all employees working on the project and will depend on the
salary levels of the participants. For student or part-time help, the basis
can probatrly be the hourly wage. This hourly rate of pay then is divided
by the rate of production derived from the sample times or time studies.
Suppose, for example, that for searching the database a library is going
to use part-t ime student help paid the minimum wage of $3.35 an hour
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with no fringe benef,rts. Further suppose that the sample shows that an
average of frfty records per hour can be searched. Labor cost per record
searched is then:

:  $0.067$3.35
5U

For full-time staff, compensation must be converted into an hourly wage
by means of the following formula:

= salary + benefits

(effective working days/year) x (effective hours/day)

This formula takes into account the hidden compensations of fringe ben-
efits, paid vacations, coffee breaks, and the like. It is good practice to
allow at least one hour per day for full-time staff for coffee breaks, per-
sonal needs, and other contingencies.

Equipment and Supplies. Equipment and supply costs are dependent
upon the vendor selected. Some of these costs will be fixed and some pro-
rated. Some utilities and vendors require the purchase of terminals,
computers, or special interfacing hardware such as OCR elements.
These costs will be fixed. Another hxed cost will be any manuals, etc.,
which may be required. Certain costs, such as line charges and mainte-
nance costs for an existing computer terminal, could be prorated by the
percentage of time devoted to the project. Costs for materials, such as
forms, will depend on the number of titles to be converted.

Vendor or Bibliographic Utilitlt Charges. Vendor and bibliographic
charges will depend upon the method selected and the vendor andlor
utility chosen.

Sreps ru rHn Pno;ncr ro BE Cosreo

1. Searching. Each record needs to be searched against the database
used in the same manner as the random sample. This frrst step is impor-
tant to isolate items that are not exact matches in the database.

Labor costs for searching will depend upon the compensation rates of
those assigned to search the records or construct search keys for use by a
vendor.

Most of the equipment and supply costs for the project will be encoun-
tered at this step since hardware must be in place to do the searching and
documentation must be available. Supplies such as forms or floppy
disks, if required, will also be needed for the searching process.

Many commercial vendors and some bibliographic uti l i t ies wil l
charge the library for each match encountered in their databases. These
costs should be supplied by the vendor or utility.

2. Wrification and Editing. The next step in the project is to verify that
the record retrieved is the record desired, and then to edit it, ifnecessary,
to conform to the standards set for the project. Again, labor costs will
depend upon the level of compensation of the staff assigned the task.
Verification is basically a matching process, comparing the shelflist rec-
ord to the retrieved record to insure that the correct record was in fact
retrieved. On a bibliographic utility, verification can be done immedi-
ately if the searching step is successful. A commercial vendor will send a
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copy of the matching record, either in microform or hard copy, and will
charge for this listing. Re gardless of the method used, the amount of
time necessary to examine a record should be comparable. If this figure
was determined during the sampling procedure, it should be used. If it
was not, a sampling should be made of current operations to determine
the amount of time needed to verify and edit a record.

The editing procedure may include several steps, depending on the
conversion method used. If conversion is being carried out through a
bibliographic utility, editing includes updating the record, changing
fields, completing helds, including the fixed freld, and adding new frelds.
Each record must be updated, so this step should either be timed sepa-
rately or included in the verification process. Changing, completing,
and adding fields will apply to a smaller number of records and may be
timed separately or included under general editing time. It is important
to remember that this cost will apply only to the records being edited and
should not be averaged out over all records. The percentage ofrecords
needing editing should have been determined during sampling. Labor
costs will be the major portion of the costs for editing and will be deter-
mined by the level of employee assigned. If more than one level of em-
ployee is used, an average cost proportional to the amount of time each
level devoted to this step should be used.

If the library is working with a commercial vendor, a slightly different
editing procedure will be used. The changes and additions for each rec-
ord would be added to the short record which had been sent for search-
ing. No additional equipment charges would be incurred, but some
measurement of typing time would have to be made so that labor costs
could be determined.

3 . Coding and Input of Non-hits. The third step in the conversion proce-
dure is to determine how to proceed with the titles not matched in the
searching step. There are three options. The unmatched titles can be
searched through a bibliographic utility, edited and updated if found, or
input if not found, in which case they are a subproject that should be
separately costed using the above steps; or they can be prepared for ven-
dor input, in which case the procedure is similar to the vendor editing
procedure; or they can be turned over to the vendor for coding and in-
put. In the first two alternatives, labor will be the major portion of the
costs. The time under each of these alternatives can be taken from the
sample survey, current operations, or a special sampling. In the third
alternative, the only local cost is for preparing photocopies of the shelflist
cards and mailing them to the vendor: labor, copying, and postage. In
dealing with an outside vendor, it will be necessary to estimate mailing
costs since vendors do not pay postage both ways.

Although there will be no additional equipment charges, there may be
vendor or bibliographic utility charges based on the number of records
added and input.

4. Obtaining Final Records. The cost of obtaining the final records of a
conversion will vary and may include such items as a final tape charge,
or costs for catalog cards, or a charge for adding holdings symbols to rec-
ords in a utility database. The frnal tape charge is vendor dependent.
Some vendors and utilities will supply a library with machine-readable
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data for no extra charge, while others will require the tapes to be pur-
chased separately. On the other hand, if the library is planning not to
incorporate its tapes into an automated system immediately, it may wish
to purchase catalog cards for the entries revised in the process of conver-
sion. Replacement cards will be needed especially if a library has taken
advantage of the conversion to update name access points, subject head-
ings, or classification numbers. Another optional charge is that incurred
for adding holdings symbols to records in a utility database by libraries
whose conversion was accomplished by a vendor.

Cosr pn'n Recono

Once the costs for the individual steps for each method have been de-
termined, the total cost for each alternative, including any of the op-
tional costs, can be calculated. The mean, or average per-item cost, is
the total cost divided by the number of titles to be converted. The result-
ing per-item cost will reveal the method that is least expensive for the
particular library.

Exeupr,ns
To illustrate the application of the above model, suppose a library

wishes to convert one hundred thousand titles. A random sample of the
shelflist compared with OCLC showed that25 percent of the titles were
MARC records, 60 percent were non-MARC LC records, 10 percent
were not LC cards, and 5 percent were not in the OCLC database. Fur-
ther analysis revealed that 55 percent of the titles yielded records that
were completely acceptable, 20 percent would need minor editing, such
as changes to call numbers, subject headings, or other access points, and
20 percent needed major editing, such as adding fields and subfields, or
coding the f,rxed field. Compensation rates at this l ibrary are $3.35 an
hour for students, $5.50 an hour for clerical employees, $7.00 an hour
for paraprofessionals, and $15.00 an hour for professional l ibrarians.

Two methods of conversion will be costed using the data obtained
from the random sample: (1) using OCLC for in-house conversion, and
(2) using the services of a commercial vendor. Estimates of costs for each
step using OCLC are shown in table 2 and for each step using a commer-
cial vendor in table 3. The bases for the calculations are shown in the
tables.

In the searching step, the base rate for OCLC is fifty titles an hour and
for a commercial vendor, two hundred an hour. The searching calcula-
tions for the vendor method are more complex because of the smaller
database oriented around LC records and the need for specialized sup-
plies.

The estimate for verification and editing is based on the assumption
that records retrieved will be saved and then called up later for checking
and making any necessary changes. Since implementation of the auto-
mated system is assumed to be imminent, no cards will be ordered by the
hypothetical library. All updating will be done during non-prime-time
hours to obtain the lowest cost possible on OCLC.

The f,rgures for the commercial vendor example assume that the ven-
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greater than the unit cost for updating. The cost range is shown in table

4. It ir this high input cost thafis the cause of the great variat-ion in total

cost from a niinimum of $88,000 to a maximum of $113'500. If only 5

percent level of accuracy had been used, the number of records could

vary from none to ten thousand and the range of costs escalates to a mini-

mum of $68,850 and a maximum of $132,600. This points out the need

to be very accurate in taking the sample (a minimum of 3 percent accu-

racy is desirable) if the in-hbuse method using a bibliographic utility ^is
,r.rdl.. consideration. For the commercial vendor costs shown in table 3,

there is little difference in the cost between the verification and editing

and the input and coding steps. Thus the range for the total cost will also

be small-less than $75 for this example.

TABLE 4

ReNcr or Cosrs
non e HvporHETIcAL CoxvetsroN Pro;ocr
or 100,000 Trrros Usrnc OCLC Iu-Housn*

Minimum No
of Hits

Maximum No.
of Hits

(93.000) (97,000)

Step 1 total
Step 2 total
Step 3 total
Step 4 total

Total Cost

$ 6 ,700
53,700
48,650
+,450

$ 6 ,700
56,000
20,850
4,450

$113.500 $88,000
*Based on a random sample taken with a 2 percent accuracy that indicates a 5 percent

level oforiginal input (5,000 records).
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Concr,usroxs
These examples have been included as illustrations of a method for

estimating cosfs of a retrospective conversion project and are not in-
tended to compare specif,rc methods favorably or unfavorably. Although
the details of each step are different for alternate methods of conversion,
the same basic steps ire used. Any method can be costed following the
procedure outlined in this paper and the examples shown in tables 2 and
3 as long as the user remembers to include all labor, supply, equipment,
and vendor costs for each step. Items such as work forms can easily be
forgotten.

However, the cheapest method is not necessarily the most cost-
beneficial method. That will depend upon several other factors which
affect the cost of the project but are not part of the cost determination.
The major factor is the set of standards set for the project. The library
must determine before starting conversion whether all headings will be
in AACR2 or AACR2-compatible form, whether the complete MARC
record is to be used, whether the most recent class numbers and subject
headings will be used. The standards, in turn, will depend on the pur-
pose of the conversion project. Presumably some form of computeriza-
tion is desired, but is it for circulation, an online or COM catalog, or a
total automated system? This purpose will, to a large extent, determine
the minimum standards necessary. The goal should not be to accomplish
conversion as inexpensively as possible, for that may cause greater prob-
lems later on. Rather, it should be to derive the most benefit possible for
the lowest cost, to be cost-effective without being cheap. 

-

l .
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Kqiser's Systemolic Indexing

Robert D. Rodrfguez

J. Kaiser (1868-1927) deaeloped a slst
called "concretes" and "processes" to i
subdiuisions. Although Kaiser applied ht
nical and business collections, his iddas ,
tions and catalogs. Though large\ ignore
est in the stuQt oJ the deaelopment oJ subject analltsis

T
INTEREST IN FoRMULArlr.rc principles of subject analysr.s aro^se in the

late-nineteenth and early-twentietir centuri.J bec.rrse of the failure of

both catchword indexes and alphabetical indexes of existing classifica-

tion systems to provide adequate su
tion. Charles A. Cutter popularized

ndexing, was and remains, unfortu-
me foi systematic indexing' its prin-

s well as to periodical and technical

torical and Practical interest'

Despite his obscurity as a self-effacing individual and as l ibrarian or

indexer working in the specialized envir-onments of the Tariff Commis-

sion of the UnitEd Kingdbm, the Engineering Societies' I ' ibrary in New

York, and various coiporations, Kaiser was confident that his system-

atic indexing system wls a significant achievement. In the introduction

to his chief work he wrote,

It is the purpose of this volume to describe meth_ods by which the actual informa-

tion coniained in our stock is made accessible. We shall take literature to pieces

and re-arrange the pieces systematically so as to answer best our object in view.

We shall ,." ihut by this method almosi mathematical exactness can be reached

in the manipulation and coordination of our information''

This "mathematical exactness" was to be achieved by new principles of

subiect indication.

Robert D. Rodriguez is Associate Catalog Librarian, Florida International University,

Miami
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Kaiser recognized the overriding need for subject analysis versus the

to rt.

ELEMENTS oF KAISER's SysrEM
CoNcneres axo Pnocossns

In his 1911 monograph, Kaiser introduced his method thusly:

For our analysis we take neither the form of words as in grammar, nor the form
of reasoning as in logic, we assume grammar and logic as given; we take for our
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of concretes as well as terms of state or condition to Processes, so that

circulation
combustion
consumption
transporting
ventilating
absorbing
draining
analysis
filtration

This combination of "concrete process" is called by Kaiser a state-
ment.

Should it be necessary to specify the country in which the concrete is
located and where the action stated ofthe concrete takes place, the state-
ment is formulated thusly: concrete . . country . . process. The three
possible combinations of these terms permitted by Kaiser are:

Concrete and process Example: Wool . . scouring
Country and process Brazil . . education
Concreie, country, and process Nitrate . . . Chile . . trade

Kaiser distinguished movable, immovable, and abstract concretes in
order to facilitate the indexer's determination of what is a concrete. But
he insisted that the term should be direct, no matter how many words
composed the concrete's name, whether it be "direct current engine
type generator" or "high tension underground electric traction mo-
toi."Names of concretes were to be taken as found and not renamed
(smallware not hardware, edge tools not cutlery). At the same time ab-

AIR .  .  .
COAL .  .  .
COAL .  .  .
COAL .  .  .
FACTORY. .  .
GAS.  .  .
LAND.  .  .
PETROLEUM. .
WATER. .  .
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stract but common words combining a concrete and a process should be
broken down and made as logically clear as possible, for example agri-
culture (Land . . cultivation and/or Cattle . . raising), bacteriol-
ogy (Bacterium . . study), and zoological geography (Animals . . .
distribution). This could yield unusual but logical statements (educa-
tion being Children . instruction). Terms should be expressed in
the singular (Painting not Paintings) and qualifred if ambiguous, for ex-
ample File (tool) or File (furniture) rather than simply File.

Concretes should not be supplied if unnecessary, for nothing is
thereby added to a general process. "National adjectives require care"
and must be distinguished from country as a concrete: Indian ink is ale-
gitimate term, butlmerican butter or New Zealand mutton requires separat-
ing the concrete from the country.T Prepositional phiases must be
avoided and reduced to noun or adiective-noun form. Two or more con-
cretes appearing in the same item" of literature must be separated and
entered as distinct statements. If there are many concretes involved,
they may be collected into a class term or two, but specifrcity is always
preferred. Kaiser offers special rules for terms of money and l*or,
which frequently occur as either concrete or process.

Rules for countries are fairly simple in Kaiser's system. Local subdi-
visions of countries (states, provinces, counties, cit ies, islands, etc.) may
be entered as second terms, but this practice is always what the Library
of Congress would call indirect. The collective term colonies can be en-
tered as a second term under the name of the country. Of course, a hxed
name for a country must be adopted from the outset for countries known
several ways. Since Kaiser permits, indeed encourages, the use of abbre-
viations for country names2 he adopts UK for the United Kingdom,
USA for the United States, NY for New York. If national adjectives oc-
cur as parts of the name of a country, they, too, may be abbreviated: Br
for British, Fr for French, Ger for German, as well as the directions of
the compass for geographical places: N, S, E, and W, as in Ger S W
Africa for German Southwest Africa. Thus, in the interest of economy,
Kaiser would eliminate unnecessarv ounctuation

If a statement expresses a relationship between two countries, the two
countnes or concretes are simply entered together using a hyphen, for
example, Japan-Mexico or MexicoJapan if the work discusses both. If
the relation involves a process, it must be recalled that the statement is
always phrased concrete . . country . . process, and duplicate entry
made as country . . concrete . . process. The process term is always
entered after naming the two countries, the process referring to the first-
named country. Hence, British exports to the United States would be
stated UK, USA . . Export. If a specific commodity is involved, the
statement is UI(, USA . . Machinery . . Export; for further speci-
ficity a secondary entry in the form USA, UK . . Machinery . . Im-
port can be added. Further geographical subdivisions may be entered as
well: UK, Manchester Machinery . Export; with a second
statement showing the reciprocal process then required. A work on the
textile trade between Bradford and Chemnitz will be expressed in two
statements: UK, Bradford . Textile
Chemnitz . . . Textile . . Trade.

Trade and Germanv.
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Rules for processes are virtually the same as those governing con-
cretes, Kaiser adding that processes need not be expressed as verbs and,
in fact, usually are not. He concludes these observations and rules with
fundamental procedures for statements, reiterating the rules as a whole.

1. Select that which is ofreal value for your purpose regardless ofform or ex-
tent.

2. Concentrate on the relatively specific information.
3. Deal with each item absolutelv indeoendentlv.
4. Do not tamper with names of'concretes.
5. Avoid inversions, prepositions, and plurals where possible.
6. Test the accuracy of each statement both from the standpoint of the indexer

and the consulter of the index.8 
-

AuprrprcarroN

Kaiser's idea of amplification follows from the requirement to identify
as specifically as possible all aspects of the piece of literature or "infor-
mation" to be indexed.

In extracting our statement from a given information we disregard all but the
three terms 6f wUcn it has to be coniposed [i.e., concret.r, .orritri"s, and pro-
cesses]. Since the statement gives the approximate limits of the information, it
follows that whatever is left unused of the information can only be in amplifica-
tion of the statement, for if there be information unused which cannot be re-
garded as amplihcation of the statement, then the statement is faulty; we would
have to widen our statement so as include it, or if that is impossible, then our
information is not confined to one concrete-we would reouire more than one
statement to deal with it. Using the term amplification in tie sense stated, i.e.,
filling out the statement, or building up from it, we may say therefore

1. The amplification can only be in extension of the statement.
2. Statement and amplification cover the whole information given on a

particular concrete.
While the statement must be constructed on very definite rules because it is

also used for the frling or classing of the information, more latitude may be al-
lowed in the amplification because it has no bearing on filing. Again while the
statement is obligatory, the amplification is more or less optional.

The amplification has two objects:
1. To amplify the statement so as to cover the whole contents of the original

lnlormatton.
2. To give the data available^for the purpose of identifying the original, in

case it should be required.'

Kaiser l ists as elements of ampli f icat ion date of information ( i .e.,  t ime
during which the action named by the process took place), authors,
name of publ icat ion, place and date, pagination, edit ion, and cal l  num-
ber. The amplification, therefore, is not a subject tool but a filing tool for
works about the same subject and demonstrates Kaiser's desire to create
a systematic subject index on cards. He would place all these elements on
a card with fixed locations for each datum (see figures I and 2).

GuroEs

To Kaiser, the guides for his subject index ' 'constitute one of the most
useful elements in the card svstem." substitutins for a cross-reference
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I .l

z

3

6

1. Concrete.

2. Countrlz.

3. Process.

4. Ca11 nunber.

5. Date of information.

6. Ectension of statsnent.

7. Title and place of publication.

8. Date of pulclication.

9. Edition.

10. Author.

11. Indlrect autlpr.

Figure 1
Division of Card Surface and Table of

Assigned Positions on the Card

system and providing a syndetic structure.to Instead of cross-references
Kaiser used what he J*ea related terms or terms related to the commod-
ities and energies comprising the concretes. As Kaiser explained,
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ccrrr0i c1614-I4P9
INDIA, PI,NJAB

INDTFTRY
1897,4

C,eneral condition, nurnber of factories,
spindles, erplqlees, guantity of ran

material consr:ned, price.

Journal of Business, London 98 U2L7
W. $nythe Fts KiJrrEr

card with riitj:'"'.,. Elements

them Lower Specifics and mark them ). For every concrete in the card index
there is a first guide on which these related terms are tabulated, as shown in the
frgurefollowing: . . ."

Figure 3 illustrates nearly all of the features of an index entry required
by Kaiser. The concrete term boiler (a) is entered on the guide card at the
upper left corner, with the related terms "posted" to the guide (b). The
dashes after certain terms indicate the presence of an adjectival entry
elsewhere in the index, such as high pressure boiler or watertube boiler. Guide
cards for processes bear the term at the upper right(d). Entries for coun-
tries are filed after all processes (c) At the end ofthe f,rle, a raised card is
entered (fl for the purpose of "showing that the positions of the filing
terms correspond to the positions of the guide; also the place of the call
number referring to a spegi{c document, t\re page on which the informa-
tion appears being added after the dash. "

In his 1911 monograph, Kaiser offers sixteen examples of individual
entries, including typical amplihcations, frfty-three examples of entries
with statement, date of information, and extension, and ten sample
guides with posted related terms both of concretes and countries.

Cnrrrclsu or
KAISER'S Sysrrrvretlc INDEXING

In consider ing the perceived weaknesses of  Kaiser 's  indexing
method, account must be taken of the context of debate at the time over
the.value of subject indicators dependent upon or derived from a classifi-
cation system as opposed to alphabetical subject indexes independent of
a classification system. Whether the time was 191 1 or 1926, the predom-
inant mood in England favored the decimal classification and classified
catalogs. Thus, in the reported discussion -that followed the presentation
of Kaiser's paper before ASLIB in 1926,' '  P. K. Turner expressed dis-
favor with Kaiser's system because, in the hrst place, it was not the al-
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RePrinted, by permission of Aslib, fromJ' Kaiser,

"systematic Indexing," ASLtn Proceedings 3:24 (Sepr' 1926)

Figure 3
"Central Index Unit"

phabetical index to a classification but a mere alphabetical list'

Here is the fundamental difference between theoretical and practical
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Turner criticized Kaiser's subordination of processes of concretes to
subdivisions. With the example combustion, Turner argues, as much de-
mand for all materials on combustion would arise as would for combus-
tion of specific materials, resulting in the need for separate indexes for
process headings and undoing the directive that processes must be sub-
ord inate to concretes.

It is true that works on a process in general would compel the creation
of a process as main heading, such as the process terrn education, which is
treated as both concrete and process-to borrow Kaiser's terminology-
by the Library of Congress, for example. More detailed rules for pro-
cesses remained to be worked out, although Kaiser acknowledged the
need.

Turner disdained Kaiser's designations of higher collectiaes, s)nlnlnts,
and lower specifics as artificial constructions already inherent in a logical
classification. Theoretical classifications such as Dewev's svstem do es-
tablish these relationships, and the index to such a system will not need
to duplicate this effort. This argument against Kaiser assumes, how-
ever, that subject indication cannot be expressed independently of a
classification system, while Kaiser is attempting to prove that it can.
What could be called syndetic structure in subject heading systems can
be constructed without reference to a classification system. The thrust of
this effort evolved not in England or Europe but in the United States
under the Library of Congress, though Kaiser's principles anticipated
this movement.

Kaiser hoped to l imit severely the number of terms permitted in his
index; one method was to distinguish a class of terms for main headings
and a distinct class of terms for subdivisions used exclusively as such.
The concretes and processes rule would govern the use but the purpose
was not solely an expression of this rule. The distinction between terms
and subjects expressed one of Kaiser's basic principles of subject catalog-
lng.

Subjects of book classifications are made up of various classes of terms which
constitutes one of their main troubles ; concretes and processes are all
mixed up, and we can continue to sub-divide indefinitely. In systematic index-
ing, concretes and processes have been brought into relation so that they cannot
be mixed up, and there are no endless subdivisions; concretes are simply di-
vided by processes. In book classifircation it is practically impossible to concen-
trate at one point without a large amount of duplication In systematic indexing
concentration is automatic and ample."

To Turner, this l imitation of subdivisions was to ' 'damn the system . ' '

"Endless" subdivisions might, in fact, be necessary. A logical classifica-
tion could accommodate such detail, while an indexing system such as
Kaiser's could not. But it is doubtful that Dewey's classihcation (Turn-
er's "losical" classihcation) could accommodate detail without "end-
less" bo6k notation-as is well known today-or that this would be per-
ceived as an advantage by users of the system. Nor does it appear that
Kaiser would not "give reference to an item of knowledge.under every
reasonable heading to which reference might be made,"" as Turner
claims; for having studied the system of concretes, processes, and cross-
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references, the user ought to understand what can be expected.

- An important and revealing criticism of Kaiser's scheme by Turner,
the proponent of classification, is the following:

relationships, often between two subjects wide apart from every point of view ex-
cept one. The whole idea of classes with no overlapping was hopeless from the
start, and one must make provision (as was well done in the Brussels index) for
entries whose essence was in the fact that they appertained to two or more sub-
jects. tt

Kaiser makes little provision for overlapping topics. But the identical
problem occurs in the index of the Decimal classification, for it is a ter-

This problem, as already mentioned, has to do with Kaiser's depen-

$_e1ce upon processes as the essential basis of his system. Speaking for
Kaiser at the conference, W. Barbour, his associate, replied thai the
Kaiser system had given excellent results when applied to-business, sci-

constructed, paralleling the index of concretes. In fact, a process file for
existing Kaiser systems woas proving helpful, appearing, without ampli-
fication, in this manner:

Sensitiveness to shock of
G u n c o t t o n  . . . 2 1 . 2 3 7 6 - 1 5
Leadazide . . . E5971
Trinitrotoluene . P36.2-275
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This "processes" hle could either be a separate index or interhled alpha-
betically with the existing "concretes" file.

In any case, Barboui stated, the terminology of concrete/process for
abstract terms could be revised, because many terms in abstract areas of
knowledge function as concretes. There was no intended inflexibility to
Kaiser's system. Indeed, Barbour quoted a letter from Kaiser on the
utility of his subject indexing principles for municipal public libraries
and how they could be adapted to the degree ofdetail and depth required
by various types ofusers.

It is curious how, even in 1926, interested and representative l ibrari:
ans at the ASLIB conference failed to distinguish classification and sub-
ject indication, that the necessity to supplement classification systems
with an alphabetical subject index (and not merely a "relative" index
for the classifier) should still be under heated debate. If this distinction
had been admitted, here and elsewhere, then the merits and weaknesses
of Kaiser's systematic indexing could have been addressed without prej-
udice, and the name of Kaiser would be recognized in larger circles to-
day. But in fact Turner concluded his remarks by first quoting Kaiser:
"There is no doubt in my mind that the schemes are fundamentally
weak" [Turner's emphasis] and replying that "for his part, it would
seem that the fundamental weakness was not in the schemes, but-
e lsewhere!" ' '

Kaiser died the year following the presentation of the ASLIB paper;
his name barely surfaces in the library literature subsequently.

CoNcrusrox
"Kaiser's system went too far for most l ibrarians." saysJessica Lee

Harris; "he never mentions the principle of reader usage."" Kaiser
probably did go too far, but so do most thinkers who attempt to challenge
a prevalent and embedded way of thinking. Reader usage and the prin-
ciple of literary warrant was left to the work of E. Wyndham Hulme and
the Library of Congress. Nevertheless, Kaiser believed that the simplic-
ity and clarity of his rules were unique and the rules easy to employ once
understood. This simolicitv of his concretes and Drocesses rules and the
rules governing subdivisions makes Kaiser's ryrt"- attractive even to-
day. "In sheer capacity for really scientific and logical thinking Kaiser's
was probably the best mind that-ever applied itself to subject indexing, "
John Metcalfe has said of him." Adds R. K. Olding: "Library subject
cataloguing would now be both easier and more predictable had Kai-
ser's method enjoyed a wider influence.""
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Influence of the
Cqrd Cotolog on Circulotion
in o Smoll Public Librory

Will iom Aguilor

This study has attempted to dttermine the influence a card catalog has o.n circula-
tion in a-small pubtic library. One hundred ninety-eight books were, selected ran'

doml2 Jrom the- nonjuuenile collection and circulation oJ each title Jor a Jourteen-
zaeei leriod was asiertained. The books were then diaided into two groups. Group,
A, thi experimental group, had all related catalog entries withdrawnfrom the card
catalog, while the cardsfor Group B, the control group, uere leJt intact The re-

moual oJ the cards had no statisticalfu significant influence on circulation.

T
I ue ce,np CATAL96 is unquestionably the most important tool in any^

library, and is frequently described ur fh. k.y tothe library. Because of

its importance it is not surprising that there have been numerous studies

of card catalog usage. Foi example, Markey identifred.more than forty

major catalog"rrr. rirdi.r in public libraries dealing specifrcally with sub-
ject" access.' ihe question of use/nonuse has been explored.in several

itudies. Based on a review of the l iterature Meyer surmised, "Most peo-

ple avoid the catalog when ^they can. Many particularly. iq public li-

traries, never use it"at all."2 Irwin3 and Bovey and Mullich* acknowl-

edge tlrat the nonuse of card catalogs may not be limited to a particular

type of library-it may be a universal phenomenon.'^Assuming 
M.y.t ' i  generalization to be correct, is there 3ny 

justifrca-

tion for card catalogs, larticularly in small public libraries? In 1974 the

National Center foi Education Statistics reported that public libraries

serving areas with fewer than ten thousand inhabitants outnumber all

the othler population categories for public libraries combined almost two

to one. The lenter furtheireported that these libraries averaged 0.9 full-

time staff per library, and ali had receipts of less than ten thousand dol-

lars per yeir.'With present and expected future financial constraints it is

quit^e obvious that srnall public libraries cannot afford to provide costly

services which are rarely used.

William Aguilar, a doctoral studies student at the Graduate School of Library and Infor-

mation Sci-ence, University of lll inois-Urbana, at the time of this investigation, is now

Librarv Director. Elihu Burritt Librarv, Central Connecticut State University.
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Two of the questions catalogs can answer are (1) Does the library own
a particular title, and (2) if so, where is it located? These questions lead
to the assumption that catalogs influence circulation. One would expect
that other things being equal, a complete and up-to-date catalog would
facilitate the location of desired materials, thereby increasing circula-
tion. Conversely, an out-of-date or incomplete catalog would not pro-
vide the guidance and assistance needed and, consequently, circulation
would be lower.

Krikelas, however, points out that the correlation of catalog use and
circulation has not been substantiated:

Lipetz (1970) calculated that the catalog at Yale was consulted over 350,000
times during a one-year period. This frgure closely approximates the circulation
figures for that time span. Whether catalog use and circulation are equally good
indicators of total library activity is unclear, since no previous researcher has
compared them. . . If further studies provide additional support, it may be
possible to estimate catalog use by projecting from readily available circulation
data, thus avoiding the more expensive process of direct observation."

Punposn oF THE SrunY

To date, the studies correlating catalog use and- circulation have been
limited to research libraries, for example , Lipetz' and Palmer." In con-
trast, the present study examined the influence of catalog use on circula-
tion at a small public library. It was hypothesized that in a small public
library the listing of materials in a card catalog would not be a statisti-
cally signifrcant factor affecting circulation because most users of a small
public library find materials via browsing rather than by the use of infor-
mation located in the card catalog.

For purposes of this study the terms listed below were dehned as fol-
lows:

Small public librar2-A library serving a community of users with a
population of less than ten thousand.

Statisticall4 significant-Operationally defined as statistically signifi-
cant at the 5 percent level.

Browsing-The definition used by Goldhor was applied in this study:

. . browsing is defined as the casual examination of books at random to find
something to borrow and read, with no purposive search for a specific title or a
particular class of books. The distinguishing element of browsing as a method of
selecting books is that the reader comes to the library without having in mind 1
or more specific titles which he or she hopes to find and borrow-or even neces-
sarily a specific class of books from which he will choose. As a consequence, the
reader ir" open to influence from a variety of factors (including chance) in the
library.'

The study was conducted at Allerton Public Library (APL), a small
public library located in Monticello, Illinois. At the time of the study
APL served a population of 5 ,27 5 of which an estimated 3 , 500 were reg-
istered borrowers, and as of June 30, 7982, the collection contained
28,7 19 volumes. During FY 1981-82, the circulation of adult material
was 28,332 volumes; however, these frgures reflect only a nine-month
period, since the library was in the process of altering its hscal year to
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correspond with the calendar year. Library personnel included three
full-time librarians, one part-time children's librarian, three part-time
assistants, and one part-time maintenance worker. APL is a member of
the Lincoln Trail Libraries System, a state regional system, and during
FY 1981-82 receipts tota led $129,205.

renewals, and (2) when an item is returned, CLSI does not retain bor-
rower information. In the previous manual system it was possible to de-
termine whether a charge was a renewal or an original loin by examin-
ing the user identification number; with CLSI, once an item has been
returned the user information is deleted from the system, though a rec-
ord is maintained indicating that the title circulated. For this study, no
distinction was made between an initial borrowing transaction and a re-
newal.

METHODOLOGY

To select the sample books, the relevant shelflist drawers were as-
signed numbers from one to twenty-two, inclusive. Two hundred num-
bers, none larger than twenty-two, were selected with the use of a ran-
dom numbers table. In addition, the shelflist trays were measured and
found to be fifteen inches long. Again, using a random numbers table,
two hundred numbers, none larger than fiftCen, were selected. The two
g-roups of numbers were paired-one number represented the tray, and
the second represented the location of the card wilhin the tray. If anum-
ber did not correspond to the number of inches of cards in the drawer, a
new card location number was selected from the random numbers table.
After selecting two hundred titles, the sample was shuffled (face down)
and dealt into two groups of one hundred each; one group was arbitral
rily designated as Group A (experimental) and rhe other as Group B
(control).

Next, the two hundred books were searched in the collection; eighteen
of the sample books were in circulation and were subsequently recalled
for purposes of the study. Although it would have been easier to select
another eighteen books, this alternative was rejected as it would tend to
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bias the sample toward books that did not circulate. Since two books
were not localed, there were one hundred books in Group A and ninety-
eight in Group B.

ANatvsrs oF THE Vanrasl-es

Once the books were located it was possible to compile descriptive
data on each book. Eight variables were examined to determine if they
had any influence on circulation. The procedures used in analyzing the
variables are described below:

l.Number of Circulations Prior to the Study. The number of circula-
tions prior to the study was determined by counting user identifrca-
tion numbers listed on the book cards. However, for books bor-
rowed af ter  the insta l la t ion of  CLSI,  when book cards were
discarded, the number of previous circulations was gauged by
counting the number of stamps on the date-due slips. It should be
mentioned that in a few instances it appeared as though the book
card were a duplicate. However, as such duplication could not be
validated, the number of circulations was not augmented' The
number of circulations ranged from zero to sixty-one, with a mean
of fourteen.

2. Date of Publication. The publication dates ranged from 1902

high of 65,557, and in three instances none were found. The mean
acquis i t ion number was 52,918.

4. Number of Pages. The length of the books ranged from 64 pages to
842 pages, with a mean of 284.

5. Number of Illustrations. An illustration was def,rned to include
photographs, charts, maps, diagrams, and tables. The number of
i l lustrations was divided into four categories: ( 1) no i l lustrations, (2)
one-nine, (3) ten-nineteen, and (4) twenty or more. Seventy per-
cent had no illustrations, 4 percent had between one and nine, 4
percent had between ten and nineteen, and 22 percent had twenty
or  more i l lust rat ions.

6. Presence or Absence of BookJacket. Seventy-four percent of the
sample books had book jackets.

7. Type of Binding. Only 1 percent of the 198 sample books had been
rebound. As a result of this uniformity, no further analysis was
made.
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pocket to remind the circulation staff that a questionnaire should be
given to the borrower. Finally, the sample books were returned to the
shelves and the catalog cards for Group A were removed from the card
catalog. Each borrower bringing a sample book to the circulation desk
was given a questionnaire in which library staff recorded the call num-
ber, author, and title. Borrowers were requested to complete the ques-
tionnaire before leaving the library and to return it to a specially disig-
nated box. To avoid any infringement of privacy, borrowers were not
asked to identify themselves.

Basically, the questionnaire sought to ascertain if users had predeter-
mined borrowings before entering the library; whether the card catalog
was consulted; identification of specihc factors which could influence
book selection; and demographic data.

The CLSI circulation system usdd at APL made it possible to note the
number of circulations for each book in the sample experiment.

ConrpenrsoN oF CoNrnor,
AND EXPERIMENTAL GNOUPS

The purpose of comparing the control and experimental groups was
to determine if they were fundamentally equivalent, and if not, what the
differences were. In this study, differencei were considered statistically
significant at the .05 level. In other words, in at least f ive times out of a
hundred trials chance alone could not cause the differences between
Group A and B. As shown in table 1, none of the variables reflected a
difference between Groups A and B at the 5 percent level of statistical
significance. Briefly stated, Groups A and B were essentially identical.

FINDINGS

Succinctly stated, removal of cards from the card catalog did not have
a statistically significant influence on circulation. The number of circu-
lations occurring during the pre-experimental and experimental periods
is shown in table 2.

TABLE 1

CovpanrsoN or Corurnor eNo ExprnrvrNrer Groups

Variable

Experimental
Group Mean

(N :  100 )

Level of
ControlGroup Significant
Mean (N:98) Di f ference

No. ofcirculat ions prior to the
study

Date of publication
Recency of acquisition
Number of pages
Number of illustrations
Book jacket
Physical condition

t 4
1970

52,348
302

l . g 7  *

l . 2 g *
1 . 1 5 *

I J

1973
53,495

266
r . 6 7  *

1.26*
1 . 1 3 *

.83

. 1 2

.46

.06

.28

. 6 1
' 71

*These values are based on the followine codes: Number of illustrations: 1 : none;
2 : one to nine; 3 : ten to nineteen; 4 : twenty or more. Book jacket: I : yes; 2 - no.
Physical condition: I : good; 2: fair;3 : poor.
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TABLE 2
Nuvgen oF CIRcuLATToNS

Group Pre-Experimental Period Experimental Period

Experimental group (A) 4 1
Control group (B) +4

Obviously, the difference in circulations during the pre-experimental
period was not significant(.77 level); during the experimental period the
difference in circulation was at the .44 level, again not statistically signif-
icant. Although the difference in circulation for Groups A and B during
the experimental period may not be statistically signifrcant, it may be
pragmatically significant. Circulation for Group A dropped by 17 per-
cent, whereas circulation for Group B dropped only 2 percent. The fig-
ures, however, are so low that a few additional borrowings could have
had a dramatic influence on the resulting percentages.

The number of individual titles borrowed from each group is shown in
table 3. It is apparent that the differences are not significant.

TABLE 3
Nulaeen or Trrr-es Bonnowno

34
43

Group Pre-Experimental Period Experimental Period

Experimental group (A)
Control eroup (B)

2 7
o i
z't

24

T-tests were conducted to determine if there were any significant dif-
ferences between the books which circulated from both groups. The
results as shown in table 4 indicate there were no signifrcant differences,
suggesting that the books which were borrowed were virtually the same
for Groups A and B.

TABLE 4

Coupenrsou on Boors rHar Crncur-nrro

Variables

Exoerimental Level of
Grbup Mean Control Group Significant

(N:24)  Mean (N:23)  D i f fe rence

No. of circulations prior to the
stuoy

Date of publication
Recency of acquisition
Number of pages
Number of illustrations
Book iacket
Phvsiial condition

1 7
197 1

J++O I
330

1 )

1975
s6267

289
1 .52*
1 . 3 0 *
1 . 3 0 *

.92*

. 3 0 *

. 1 7  "

.6+

. 2 6

.59

. 3 5

.30

.e4T

. 4 1
+These values are based on the following codes: Number of illustrations: I : none;

2:  one to n ine;  3:  ten to n ineteen;  4:  twenty or  more.  Book jacket :  1 :  yes;  2:  no.
Physical condition: 1 = good; 2: fair; 3 : poor.

. fAll figures have been rounded; consequently a perfect iorrelation of 1 00 is not
snown.
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Perhaps the most telling and most revealing t-test conducted was one
in which the books which circulated from Group A were compared
against books which did not circulate from the same group. For purposes
of this comparison a new variable is introduced into table 5, "Circula-
tions during pre-experimental period." As can be seen, this variable
proved to be signifrcant at the .00 level. Of the twenty-four books which
circulated from Group A during the experimental period, thirteen had
circulated during the pre-experimental period. This frnding confirms
what has long been known-recent previous use is a good predictor of
future use. Although not shown, the same test was conducted for the
control group; the results for the same variable were significant at the .02
level, thus paralleling the frndings for Group A.

TABLE 5
CovpenrsoN or Booxs rHer Cncur,qreo

pnov Gnoup A wrtr Boors rner Dro Nor Crncur,etn

Variables

Mean of Books
Mean of Books Which Did Not Level of

which Circulated Circulate Significant
(N: 24) (N:  76) Di f ference

No. of circulations during
pre-experimental period

No. of circulations prior to the
stucry

Date of oublication
Recency of acquisition
Number of pages
Number of illustrations
Book jacket
Phvsical condition

.5+

1 t

197 1
5++67

330
1 . 9 2  *
1 . 3 0 *
7 . 1 7 "

. 1 8

t 3
r970

51661
293

1 . 9 6 *
l . 2 g *
l . l 4 *

.00

. 1 6

. 7 0

. 3 2

. 3 1

.85

.98

.82
*These values are based on the followins codes: Number of illustrations: 1 : none;

2 :  one to n ine;  3 :  ten to n ineteen;  4:  twenty or  more.  Book jacket :  |  :  yes;  2:  no.
Physical condition: 1 : good; 2: fair;3 = poor.

QunsrronNArRE RESPoNSE

The primary purposes of the questionnaire were to determine if users
used the card catalog, and whether or not browsing influenced selection.
As stated earlier, every time a sample book was borrowed, a question-
naire was to be given to the borrower. Unfortunately, either a number of
borrowers were not provided a questionnaire, or else they chose not to
return them. The other possibility is that users renewed books over the
phone, and a questionnaire could not be distributed.

For the seventy-seven circulations which occurred during the experi-
mental period, twenty-eight questionnaires were returned, for a 36 per-
cent response. Of the forty-seven books which circulated, questionnaires
representing twenty-three books were received, representing a question-
naire/book response rate of 49 percent.

In spite of the low questionnaire response, the data as shown in table 6
seem to suggest that there are no significant differences between borrow-
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ers from both groups. The responses suggest several generalizations
about the twenty-eight borrowers participating in this facet of the experi-
ment: (1) Most did not have a specific t it le in mind prior to entering
APL, (2) the majority did not use the card catalog, and (3) browsing was
a major influence on the selection process. In addition, it appears that
most borrowers were not students, most were females, and the majority
were over forty years of age. The reader is cautioned, however, that as a
result of the small sample size additional data validating the responses
are needed. Furthermore, the fact that one user of the experimental
group claims to have used the card catalog suggests that seli-reporting
may not be entirely reliable, or that the user sought the book via the card
catalog and found it in spite of the absence of entries.

TABLE 6

QursrroNnnrne Rnsurrs

Abbreviated Question
Exp. Group

Response (N:
Control Group

16) Response (N : 12)

1. Know prior to entering APL
that you wanted to borrow this
book?

2. Use card catalog?

3. Factors influencing selection?

4. Student:

I fyes, level?

5 .  Sex :

6 .  Age:

3
I J

I
1 5
1 0

J

'l

I
2

l 4
I
1

r3
3
'I

z
7
tr
J

Yes:
No:
Yes:
No:
Browsing:
Other:
Librarian:
Card Cat . :
Yes:
No:
High Sch.

Female:
Male:
20 or less:
2 t - 3 9 :
40-59:
6 0 + :

1
1

8

9
8
2
1
I
I

l 1
1

9
.)
1
9

z
6

CoNcr,usroxs
This study has attempted to determine the influence a card catalog has

on circulation in a small public library. The study design used the exper-
imental method. One hundred ninetv-eieht books were selected ran-
domly from the collection and their ciiculition was computed during a
pre-experimental period. The books were then divided into two groups;
Group A, the experimental group of one hundred, had all related catalog
cards (author, title, subject, and added entries) withdrawn from the card
catalog, while the cards for the ninety-eight titles in Group B, the control
group, were left intact.

The circulation of Groups A and B was monitored over an experimen-
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tal period of fourteen weeks. In addition, borrowers of the sample books
weie given a questionnaire that attempted to measure use/nonuse of the
card catalog, selection method, and demographic data.

The results of the study suggest that the card catalog does not have a
signif,rcant influence on circulation in the library studied. T-tests con-
ducted to determine if any of eight variables could account for differ-
ences in the circulation patterns of Groups A and B indicated that none
of the variables influenced circulation. However, a comparison of the
books which circulated from Group A with those which did not, during
the pre-experimental period, proved to be signifrcant at the .00 level.
This confrims previous findings that circulation which occurs in the re-
cent past is a valid predictor of future use.

The results of the questionnaires, however, are not as conclusive as
was hoped for; for theieventy-seven circulations which occurred during
the experimental period only twenty-eight were returned, for a ques-
tionnaire response of 36 percent. Nevertheless, the results suggest that
small public library users may not use the card catalog; that most users
may not have a specific book in mind to borrow prior to entering the
library, and most users appear to locate materials by browsing.

In summary, it appears that the hypothesis has been supported-in a
small public library the listing of materials in a card catalog is not a sta-
tistically significant factor influencing circulation. The probable reason
is that most users of a small public library find materials via browsing
rather than by the use of the information in the card catalog.

Before small public libraries begin to abandon the card catalog, how-
ever, further study is needed. Modifications in the methodology em-
ployed in this study are needed. Specifrcally, books must be labeled more
prominently so that circulation staff will be more consistent in distribut-
ing questionnaires to the borrowers. Ideally, in an automated system,
the terminal would flash a message to the circulation clerk. Another al-
ternative, which typically produces a high degree of success, is one
where the user would be interviewed by phone, however, the privacy
issue must be considered. It mav be possible to overcome this obstacle if
the call ing is conducted by l ibrary staff rather than an outside investiga-
tor. A longer experimental period would also be preferred.

It is understood that this study has not investigated the value of the
card catalog to the library staff of a small public library. Casual observa-
tion suggests, however, that library personnel may be less likely to use
the card catalog since frequently they are already aware of the holdings
and their locations. In some instances, they are even aware of availabil-
ity. Nonetheless, further study examining the value of the card catalog to
library personnel is in order.

In conclusion, assuming that the hndings in this study are representa-
tive, the operational changes for small public libraries are apparent. Se-
rious consideration should be given to the amount of time and monies
expended on cataloging and classifrcation. Perhaps the less expensive
bookstore model, where card catalogs are not available, and where users
locate materials via browsing, is worthy of further study and explora-
t ron.
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From: Lawrence W. S. Auld, Assistant Dean, Graduate School oJ Librar2 and InJor-
mation Science, Uniaersitlt of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign.-Sheila S. Intner's
"suggestions for the Cataloging of Machine-Readable Materials" (LRTS
27:366-70) presents some important points regarding the usefulness of chapter
9 of AACR2. As a member of the Subcommittee on Rules for Cataloging
MRDF-the Subcornmittee prepared the extensive set of working papers which
were the basis for the content of chapter 9-I am pleased to see increasing inter-
est in what was, until very recently, an esoteric branch of cataloging. The fol-
t:lr*: comments may be helpful in resolving the issues which Ms. Intner

futility.
At the same time, some of the recording media (floppy disks are a Particularly

conspicuous example) are circulated by libraries. Logical records are not easily
controlled at the circulation desk; disks are more easily controlled. Thus, the
interpretation of chapter 9 (proposed by the Task Force on the Application of
AACR2 (chapter 9) to the Description of Microcomputer Software) in which

Editor's note: Letters sent to the editor for publication in this column cannot be ac-
knowledged, answered indiv idual ly .  or  returned to the authors.  Whenever space is
available in an issue, selected letters will be published, with little or no editing, though
abridgment may be required Letters intended for publication should be t1'ped double-
spaceo.
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dEditoro
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Dr.

Roclville, MD
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more make rules specifically for disks used in Apple microcomputers than we
should formonographs published by Random House. Cataloging rules, if they
are to result in a coherent whole catalog, should be developed from the general
to the specific, not vice versa.

Readers will note that I have used "machine-readable file" rather than' 'machine-readable 
data file . ' ' The latter was the term given to the subcommit-

tee when it was formed. Because all files are, in fact, ditafiles-for example, a
program file is a specialized form of data file-the subcommittee chose not to
alter the terminology. If the subcommittee were meeting today, I suspect that
the members would now prefer "machine-readable file"-as more generally ac-
ceptable and shorter. I know I do.

descript ion of microcomputer software in terms of the number of fr les-
difficult, if not impossible to determine in many c ases-and the number of disks,
with de.scription of the physical medium coming second, is, at best, a compro-
mise  w i th  p rob lems o f  i t s  own.

.f.egarding my use of diskettes instead of disks, this was merely an oversight for
which I apologize.
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For the Record

Annuol Report of the Decimol Clossificotion
Editoriol Policy Commiliee,
July |  ,1982-!vne 30, 1983

Morgorel E. Cockshutt,  Choirperson

The Decimal Classifrcation Editorial Policy Committee (EPC) held its 83d
and B4th meetings at the Library of Congress on November 4-5, 1982, and
Apri l  7-8, 1983. The fol lowing members were present at both meetings: Liz-
beth J. Bishoff, Barbara Branson, Lois M. Chan, Margaret E. Cockshutt,
Betty M. E. Croft,  John A. Humphry, Russel l  Sweeney, and Arnold S. Wajen-
berg. Others attending both meetings were John P. Comaromi (editor of the
Dewey Decimal Classification), LuciaJ. Rather (director for Cataloging, Library
of Congress), andJudith K. Greene (secretary). Joseph H. Howard attended
the November meetings, and Peter J. Paulson attended in Apri l .  Daniele
Danesi (member of the Italian Translation Group) and Pauline Atherton Coch-
rane were present by invitation as observers in November; staff members of the
Decimal ilassification Division (DCD), Library of Congress, were present as
observers at both meetings.

Members of the EPC were saddened by the death of DonaldJ. Lehnus, a
valued member of the committee. PeterJ. Paulson has been nominated to com-
plete the remainder of Lehnus' term.

The EPC acted on the following matters:
L It endorsed in principle a position paper prepared by the Forest Press

Committee (FPC) after the October 1981 tripartite meeting of members
of the EPC and FPC with the editor of the Dewe1 Decimal ClasstJication
(DDC) and his staff. The FPC had decided to authorize continuous revi-
sion of the DDC and the interim publication of some phoenix (completely
revised) and other schedules, tables, and/or indexes as separates between
editions of the DDC. This continuous revision and publication must not
be to the detriment of the unity of knowledge as it is reflected in the DDC
It is possible, however, that the publication of separates between editions
will result in a longer interval between editions. However, it will present
problems in working out the intellectual and physical integration of the
parts in the application of this unitary system, largely because of the ripple
effect of the "add" device across all classes. It is hoped that Decimal Classi-

Jication Additions, Notes and Decisions (DC A) w[l appear more regularly. In-
stead ofits present free distribution only to purchasers ofthe unabridged
edition, it may be distributed to and include material for purchasers of
both the full and abridged editions. The purchase method of the DDC and
its supplementary publications (DCU and interim separates) is not yet de-
termined. There could be an annual subscription to spread out more
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evenly the costs for purchasers; there could be a single price to cover the
basic edition and all the supplementary publications to that edition; or
there could be separate charges for each as at present, with either contin-
ued free distribution or a subscription rate for DCE.
The EPC recommended to the Forest Press Committee that comments
regarding the Proposed Reuision oJ 780 Mus# (the " 780 Phoenix") should be
submitted to the editor by December 1984, so that the EPC can make a
firm decision and recommendation in 1985 about the inclusion of the 780
Phoenix as part of the official canon for edition 20. Opinions are to be
sought actively from libraries and national bibliographic agencies that
have adopted the Proposed Reuision, from groups such as the Music Library
Association, music collection users of OCLC, and from appropriate indi-
viduals. While there is at oresent a normal limit of two phoenix schedules
for each edit ion, memberi of the EPC believed that TSOshould be consid-
ered as a special case to be treated apart from other possible phoenixes
under consideration for edition 20.
While the Decimal Classification Division has done extensive work on a
phoenix revision of 370 Education, the EPC has not yet recommended its
approval, because of the extensive ripple effect of such changes, particu-
larly on Table 1 for the -07 Study and Teaching standard subdivision
(s.s.). The structure ofthe proposed phoenix schedule is based on that of
the Bliss' Bibliographic Classification. While work on this 370 schedule re-
mains to be done before it is finally considered, the EPC has recom-
mended that the DCD distribute it to subject specialists for testing and the
submission of comments byJune 30, 1984, for subsequent consideration
by the committee.

As a result of the work on 370 Education, the EPC and DCD have real-
ized the need to rationalize the presentation ofthe standard subdivisions
in Table 1 by substantial revisiron. They are now poorly organized and
thus are difficult for many classifiers to understand and apply. It has been
proposed that Teaching be relocated from the -07 s. s. to the 370 phoenix
schedule. Other possible changes were discussed, such as a better devel-
oped persons facet at -08 s.s.,  with the abandonment of the -092 s.s. for
Biography, and the incorporation or reorganization of phase relations
(e.9., the addition of a standard subdivision for the iomparison phase,
and the relocation of the bias phase, now at the -024 s.s.). Many members
of the EPC expressed their great concern at the enormous ripple effect
such radical relocations in the long-standing Table 1 would have on shelf
arrangements in libraries. However, members also recognized the need
for browsability in searching around a given classihcation number in an
online catalog and the probability that such browsing will be improved for
library users by a more coherent and intelligible structure of the standard
subdivisions. While there should be an early decision on the -07 s.s. for
Teaching in relation to the 370 phoenix revision, there will be continued
discussion of this very difficult problem of the rationalization of Table 1,
and no hasty decision will be made about the latter.
In edition 19 the previous option of adding time to place was removed,
and time can be added to place only where there are specific instructions.
Thus, for example, for a work on Italian Renaissance painting, the con-
cept of the time period must be omitted. As well, the difference between
the application of mandatory instructions and the exercise of options
causes problems in the local integration of original classification and nota-
tions derived from national bibliographic and other centralized agencies,
particularly for subjects such as the fine arts. For large academic or spe-
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cializedcollections ofcertain subjects, the ability to specify both place and
time is increasingly important for precise subject access and retrieval. The
EPC accepted the principle of adding time to place, and the DCD was
asked to prepare a paper on possible ways to determine the source of the
time periods. Possible sources for the chronological subdivisions are the
-090 standard subdivision, time periods from a relevant subject schedule
(e. g.,  709 History of Art or 759 History of Paint ing, since their chronolog-
ical expansions are different), or 930-990 History. These possible sources
differ in both the depth and the nature of their time divisions, so that the
source is of considerable importance. This intellectual problem must be
studied further before any recommendation can be made about how the
principle can be carr ied out.
The EPC examined a proposal for the expansion 9f Data Processing, now
001.6, and its relocation to the currently vacant 004-006. The related
topic of the Electronic Engineering of Computers is now 621.881953 and
its subdivisions, and it seems desirable to relocate this to the seldom-used
621.39 in tandem with the development of 004-006. It was agreed that
members of the DCD and EPC would be free to consult experts and col-
leagues unofficially now about the proposed Data Processing expansion,
and that official submission to computer science experts and classifiers
should be deferred until after the fall 1983 meetine.
The EPC recommended to the Forest Press Committee that expansions of
Table 2 for areas -52 Japan, -624-629 Sudan, and -68 South Africa be
approved. These expansions are in accordance with literary warrant for
the countries concerned and have been requested by classifiers there to
meet local needs. By the new policy of continuous revision and in accord-
ance with the previously stated principle that the DDC is and must con-
tinue to be a classification system of international use , the EPC agreed
that these expansions should be published in DCG 4:4, probably to be
published late in 1983, with centralized application upon publication.

A very detailed draft expansion of 968 History of South Africa, which
had been requested by local classifiers, was referred back to the DCD for
further study, since the draft raised serious policy questions about differ-
ences in the depth of historical period development in various countries.
At present only 973 History of the United States and 940.3-.5 World
Wars 1 and 2 are extensively developed. Such extensive development of
the history schedules for some countries, but not for all, would be anoma-
lous. Members also believed that while the DDC must be resoonsive to
local needs and requests, the requests per se cannot be the sole determin-
ing factors if they lead to gross imbalances in the schedules. Also, if the
history schedules for each country were fully expanded, the history sched-
uleS would be enormous. The EPC has asked the division to prepare a
policy statement on the implications of such major expansions developed
at the request ofthe countries in question.
The EPC supported the principle of the removal of a monographic bias in
the present Editorial Rules and thus in the schedules and tables. The re-
moval of the bias should in time lead to easier application of the DDC to
audiovisual materials, technical reports, microforms, and other nonbook
materials.

At both the November and April meetings, the EPC had extensive dis-
cussion without action on other matters:
At the request of the cornmittee, at the November meeting Pauline Coch-
rane discussed the OCLC studv of online subiect access as it relates to the
DDC. The study will examine ih" .r." of DDb numbers and terms in the
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retrieval of bibliographic information from online public access catalo^gs

and will include suih matters as how to make the classified display clear for

library users doing online browsing; how to link relocated or expanded

notations from different editions; and how best to combine Dewey num-

bers and Library of Congre ss subject headings for more effective access in

an online search.
2. As in previous years, there was extensive discussion of priorities for sec-

t ions of the DDC to receive phoenix revision ( i :e.,  sections to receive com-

plete reworking with resultlng extensive relocations of topic9. While no

firm decisions were made, candidates under serious consideration are

350-354 Public Administrat ion, 370 Education, 560-590 Life Sciences,

780 Music (incorporating the 780 Proposed Rertision), 7A0-77,0 Fine and

Decorative Arts, ind 140; 180-190 Philosophy. From these, the EPC will

probably make a selection of several sections to be recommended for phoe-

nix reviiion for edition 20. Other sections of the DDC will need various

fourth edition must conform to the basic Dewey structure. Since the

fourth edition has not yet been developed, its usefulness in application for

North American school librarians, in a more bibliographically centralized

environment, cannot yet be determined.
4. The committee began to discuss a possible draft phoenix revision of

350-354 Public Administration, a schedule that is notoriously difficult to

apply because of its complex structure and notation' Before the develop-
meni of this revision a detision must first be made about the basic citation

order, "place-function" or "function-place," a problem that also occurs

in 340 Liw. Because a given solution may be workable for one Iocal situa-

tion but not be suitable lor others or for international application, the mat-

ter was deferred for further investigation and discussion'
5. The EPC considered various recent articles, reviews, letters, and reports

consideration.
In committee business, Lois M. Chan was re-elected as vice-chairperson to

October 1984. The next EPC meetingwas scheduled forOctober2T-28,1983.
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